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Rides available
for patrons of
local restaurants Author stresses communication

Race Matters

by Jaime Dritt

by Suzanne Compton

contributing writer

staff writer

Four local restaurants with bars: Clayborne's, JM's, The Blue
Foxx Caf6 and Boston Beanery, offer transportation to customers
incapable of driving themselves home.
Robert Maphis, Clayborne's general manager, said the
restaurant began the transportation program last summer out of
"concern for people who shouldn't be driving after drinking."
Clayborne's has a 14-passenger shuttle bus with individual
bucket seats and a stereo system.
Maphis said a bus pick-up service is also available for groups
of four or more people during evening hours.
The shuttle bus runs every day except Tuesdays and Sundays,
when the restaurant offers a free cab service to customers who
need a ride home.
Carol Redmond, a manager at Clayborne's, said the program
"was set up out of concern for people driving home. We don't
want people driving home intoxicated."
Some of the most frequent users of the shuttle service,
according to Maphis, are residents of retirement homes.
"We are also taking [the bus] to retirement homes on Monday
evenings, giving rides to retired people who don't want to drive at
night or are incapable of driving," Maphis said. .
Retirement homes Clayborne's targets include Sunnyside
Presbyterian Retirement Community and the .Virginia Mennomte
Retirement Community.
"We are also offering [the service] to guests in selected hotels
near us," he said.
Maphis said relatively few people ask for the shuttle bus
service, but "it's been building."
"A lot of people didn't know about it," he said. "As a lot of
people are finding out about it, they're using it more frequently."
Clayborne's requests that riders tip the driver on duty.
According to Natalie Hancock, a waitress at Clayborne's, not
many Harnsonburg residents are aware of this service.
"Not many people from Harrisonburg use it, but a lot of people
from Bridgewater and the outskirts do," Hancock said. "Not a lot
of people from JMU use it. Usually [JMU students] have a
designated driver."
The Blue Foxx Cafe and JM's Bar and Grill, which have the
same owner, offer free cab rides for customers.
The two restaurants have a monthly contract with City Cab Co.
of Harrisonburg. According to The Blue Foxx, the service is used
the most on Wednesday, Friday and Saturday nights.
On those nights, each of the two restaurants usually call for six
to eight cabs to take customers home!
Steve Muller, general manager of The Blue FoxVCsffcandJM's, said, "We have a monthly contract in which we log in how
many people we send home and they bill us at the end of the
month."
Muller said a "good number" of people use the service. "Most
people come with rides, but it's a safeguard for us if no one has a
ride."
The Boston Beanery began offering a similar cab service about
six months ago. General Manager Jarett Bush said the restaurant
started the service to ensure the safety of customers.
"It's worth more for us to pay for a cab ride home than have
customers endangering themselves by trying to get home alone,"
he said. "We try to be responsible about how much we serve
customers.
"Ideally, the service is not something we'd hope to use a lot,
because if we were using it a lot, it would mean we were not doing
our job correctly."
Boston Beanery has considered expanding service to include
picking customers up to take them to the restaurant.
, "We've talked about [having a service to pick people up],"
Bush said. "Our company isn't big enough right now."
Pargo's Spirited Foods, another bar and restaurant in the

Cornel West, author of Race Matters, urged a standingroom-only crowd in Wilson Hall auditorium to effect positive
change in the country and the community and to keep their
"eyes on the prize."
West, a professor of Afro-American studies and philosophy
of religion at Harvard University, was the keynote speaker
Thursday for the "Positive Youth Development Conference."
The Promised Land Coalition, Center for Multicultural Student
Services, Visiting Scholars Program, department of philosophy
and religion, Black Student Alliance and University Program
Board sponsored the forum.
.During the evening, West explored an array of issues
including politics, religion, sexual orientation, racism and
sexism. The professor delivered his speech with the rhythmic
and poetic cadence of a black Southern preacher, weaving in
allusions to literature, music and the arts.
West began his presentation by laying the groundwork for
effective communication with one another. "During our public
conversation together, we should take each other seriously,
respect each other enough that we could each be wrong."
<
He also spoke of the necessity of being able to honestly
discuss the situation in the United States and look for a better
future. If this does not happen, then the worst in everyone will
manifest, according to West.
A central idea of the lecture was that race really does matter
and that it is offensive to ignore someone's skin color and
culture. "You can imagine what I feel when a white brother
comes in and says, 'I'm really colorblind. I don't see your
color at all; you're just a human being,'" West said.
West referred to coming to terms with negative chapters in
America's past, saying, "In a self-critical, not self-righteous
way, we are able to finally have something un-American — a
sense of history, both good and bad to be true about America.

MAGGfE V/EVTEfUseniorphntofirdphtr
Cornel West talks to a standing-room only crowd in
Wilson Hall about racism and societal problems.

Npt to trash America, but to be truthful about America."
He also described the problems facing young people in
today's society. Divorced parents, single-parent families,
welfare and poverty are but some of the difficulties with which
youth must struggle.
The government is doing less to give succor to needy
children and young people. "We saw the application of
abandonment of national obligation on dependent children."

Conference fosters understanding
by Suzanne Compton
staff writer
High school and college students,
civic leaders and community leaders
gathered together Thursday and Friday
at JMU to learn how to better relate to
one another.
The Positive Youth Development
Conference began Thursday evening
when Cornel West, a professor of AfroAmerican studies and philosophy of
religion at Harvard University, delivered
his keynote address.
David Lowenstein, executive director
of The Promised Land Coalition, said
West's speech concentrated on the
national aspects of community, while
Friday's "Past, Present and Future"
workshop focused on the local aspects of
the community.
"This conference is the genesis of
change for the JMU campus and the
local community," he said.
The conference was sponsored by
The Promised Land Coalition, Center for
Multicultural Student Services, Visiting
Scholars Program, philosophy and
religion department. Black Student

Alliance and University Program Board.
Friday's workshop started at 8 a.m. in
the Warren Hall Highlands Room. The
facilitator during Friday's workshop,
Gerald Hudson, part-time instructor of
sociology, said, "West gave us a sense
of hope. He was able to articulate his
thoughts about subjects we tiptoe
around. West is a wordsmith."
To start the workshop, Hudson asked
participants to introduce themselves to
someone in the group whom they
normally would not approach. Then, the
participants explained to one another
why they were participating and what
they hoped to get from the workshop.
Some responses from the group
included wanting to learn to take risks,
stimulating conversation outside the
conference, developing a sense of
community and breaking away from
confining labels people place on one
another.
Hudson said, "We need to see the
differences in people. These differences
don't need to divide us. We also need to
acknowledge the differences, appreciate
and celebrate differences.
"Diversity is always present. Our
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society wants people to melt together
instead of celebrating and welcoming
diversity," Hudson said.
Hudson led the group in an activity
which specifically recognized and
celebrated diversity. He called on
specific groups like women and Jews to
stand and asked everyone to applaud for
each group.
Ann Walsh, a senior at Harrisonburg
High School, said the conference helped
her hear different views.
"At school, we had a prejudice
reduction workshop which had similar
goals to this conference. It was inspiring
to see different people come together,"
Walsh said.
According to Hudson, individual
groups, such as women or.black men,
need to build strength within their
groups and develop community. "We
must work within our individual groups
in order to work together as a whole."
Hudson and a student participant
demonstrated a role-playing activity that
could be done with any two members of
an individual group. Hudson explained
see CONFERENCE page 2
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Harrisonburg area, does not offer a driving
service. Pargo's General Manager Robert
LeBlanc said, "We'll get a [cab] ride for any of
our customers who are too intoxicated to drive
home. . . . Most of our clientele have some
means of transportation. We don't see it as
something very appealing to our customers."

. . . it's a safeguard
for us if someone
doesn I have a ride."
Steve Muller
Blue Foxx, JM's general manager
Several students said they had never heard
about restaurants that offer shuttle and cab
services, but thought it was a good idea.
One student said, "[The service] would be a
very good incentive if I was by myself. Then I
wouldn't have to worry about my friends
driving me home."
Max Castelyn, a visitor at JMU from
Lexington, said, "It's a good idea. I wish we
had it in Lexington.
"It probably brings in revenue to the bar," he
said. "People will drink more, and you don't
have to worry about a designated driver. That's
always tough," he said.

MAGGIE WELTER/KHMV photographer
Claybornes is one of four area eateries with a bar to offer free rides home for those who have
been drinking, as well as for the elderly. While Claybome's uses a bus, some utilize cabs.
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West said in reference to recent action by Congress proposing cuts in social
welfare programs. "It's a low priority on young people, especially those
young people who already experience futurelessness."
A large segment of working adults also face a bleak economic future,
West said. "The working class is holding down two jobs and are still living
in poverty."
»
Twenty-one percent of the U.S. labor force works more than 40 hours a
week and does not receive any assistance from the federal government, yet
still lives below the poverty line, he said.
West then shifted the topic of his speech to discuss the treatment of blacks
and the results of white supremacy.
"It is not an accident that race surfaces as the most salient and explosive
issue, the raw nerve and the most difficult dilemma," West said.
In reference to former Los Angeles Police Officer Mark Furhman, who
gained notoriety when his audio-taped racist remarks about blacks were aired
during the O.J. Simpson trial, West said, "Brother Furhman is just more
honest and candid. You don't have to say 'nigger' in a corporate boardroom
not to promote the black folk, you don't have to use ugly language in order
to ensure that black folk remain far removed from the reins of power."
In trying to gain equality for blacks in a predominately white society,
affirmative action was a weak effort, West said.
"After 30 years of affirmative action, % percent of all senior managers
are still well-to-do white brothers," he said. "Not a whole lot of affirmative
action taking place, is there?"
West concluded by challenging the audience to work for "something

Conference

bigger" than themselves. "For those at James Madison, I hope you do indeed
keep your heads to the sky, even if it's very dark sometimes.
"Keep your eyes not so much on each other, but keep your eyes on the prize
— something bigger than you, something grander than you, something you can
feel," he said. "Meet the challenge to rejuvenate America and leave things a
little better than we found it"
After West concluded his hour-long lecture, he participated in a questionand-answer session with the audience.
•
After the presentation, Gerald Hudson, part-time sociology instructor, said,
"The students were impressed with his knowledge and being well versed. I think
some people were waiting for West to suggest where to go from hoe."
Nikitah Imani, assistant professor of sociology, said the large turnout was
encouraging, and the lecture gave students something to think about, although
he does not agree completely with West's opinions.
"I'm a nationalist, and my assessment is to move forward," Imani said. "West
is not a nationalist and believes in redeveloping status quo. I am concerned with
what new political and economic forms can we come up with.
"Either way, people can act towards these important issues," he said.
Ann Walsh, a senior at Harrisonburg High School, said, "West was a
powerful speaker. He used a high level of language and context. He made you
think."
Before West's presentation, Robert Scott, vice president for student affairs,
talked about the importance of youth.
"I think our future as a nation is surely dependent on our youth and it's
incumbent on each of us to nurture, support, educate and, most importantly, to
love all the children so they can reach their fullest potential," he said.

continued from page 1
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they were going to tell one another what they didn't
like about black men and what they loved about
black men.
Hudson started by saying, "What pisses me off
about black men is ... you let this happen to you,
you are not there for your sons, you're intelligent
yet anti-education and you need to be there for your
family.
"What I love about black men is . .. your style,
the way you carry yourself, your strength, your
features which are mostly like me; and in reality,
you do care about black women, you just don't
know how to show it"
Agnes Weaver, Harrisonburg City Council
member, said, "This is a way I can give of my time
and show my interest. I think any time you can sit
down and talk about needs and frustrations, it helps
to develop common ground. We can only function
well when we know each other."
Lowenstein said, "I was really pleased with the
conference. This was the first step in a process of
understanding our youth and diverse citizens. It
will help create a future together that we can all be
proud of."
The Promised Land Coalition was founded in
October 1994 by a small group of concerned

/ think any time you
can sit down and talk...
it helps to develop
common ground.'
Agnes Weaver

Harrisonburg City Council member
students, according to Lowenstein. The students
met each other in a race and ethics class taught by
Sue Spivey, assistant professor of sociology.
The Promised Land Coalition is a group of
diverse college and high school students and local
citizens who are working for positive change,
Lowenstein said. There are 15 active members of
the coalition.
Toniraye Moss, executive member of The
Promised Land Coalition, said the next step for the
coalition is to obtain organizational status.
Lowenstein said other plans include hosting a
town hall meeting involving the Harrisonburg and
JMU communities.

Hudson said he thought the conference went
well. "Students had a chance to express feelings
and respond to city council members and vice
versa," he said. "I hope there is a follow up so
people will take the next step."
Lowenstein said the ultimate goal of The
Promised Land Coalition relates to the writings of
James Baldwin.
"Baldwin wrote, 'To achieve this nation,
proceed as one humanity toward the promised land
of social justice, moral and spiritual maturity,
political empowerment, education and economical
inclusiveness and environmental vitality,'"
Lowenstein said.
"The coalition is dedicated to building
community events and forums to engage college
students, actively engage with youth and the adult
community," he said.
Moss said the coalition is focused on
community and youth. "One of the down points we
have run into is closed-minded adults. We want to
help expand the minds of adults in order to listen to
our youth."
Warren Weaver, president of Harrisonburg High
School's Student Council Association, said the
conference helped people become aware of
problems and come up with solutions.
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EARTH members aid in trail maintenance
by David Hart
staff writer
About 50 brave souls gathered at Deb's
Family Restaurant along Route 257 in Briery
Branch Saturday morning to head into George
Washington National Forest for a day of trail
blazing.
Four area bike shops, Mark's Bike Shop,
Cool Breeze Cyclery and Fitness, Mole Hill
Bikes and Blue Ridge Cycles, sponsored Trail
Maintenance Day in an effort to improve area
bike paths.
Mark Nissler, owner of Mark's Bike Shop,
said, "The idea is to give cyclists an
opportunity to work on something we benefit
from, which is the trails."
From Deb's Family Restaurant, the group
split into two groups to go work on Wolf Ridge
Trail in the George Washington National
Forest, clearing overgrowth and even blazing a
new trail.
JMU EARTH members made up a large
percentage of participants in Trail Maintenance
DaySenior Carla Komich, president of EARTH,
said, "EARTH is doing this in hopes of
promoting awareness."
She said she hoped trail maintenance day
would be a good way to "help people come out
and enjoy nature."
As one group gathered at the start of the
trail, Brian Toney, forest ranger for the Dry
River Ranger District, explained the basics of
trail maintenance and handed out various tools,
including loppers. axes and thrashers.
Participants hacked down any overgrowth
along the trail, and axe-wielders chopped away
dead trees hindering the trail as the group
moved along the path.
Plastic yellow diamonds, serving as trail
guides, were placed on the trees to help future
users of the trail navigate.
Forest Ranger^ from the Dry River Ranger
District provided tools and know-how.
"The rangers are providing us-the .tools and

MEAGAN VILSACKJconnbuting photographer

Senior anthropology major Kim Vamum nails a yellow diamond to a tree during Trail
Maintenance Day Saturday. The diamonds mark the trail for bikers and hikers.
then giving us an education," Nissler said.
The second benefit was the interaction
Toney and another EARTH member,
between student cyclists and local cyclists. The
Meghan McCracken, led a group which
third benefit was learning the location of some
targeted parts of the trail with thick growth.
of the greatest trails in the area, according to
Nissler said trail maintenance includes such
Nissler.
work as cutting underbrush and putting in
Komich hopes events such as this one make
waterbars.
the JMU community more aware of places to
Waterbars are usually made out of logs and hike and bike, such as George Washington
are put in trails to prevent erosion. Waterbars
National Forest
divert water off the trail to the side, he said.
Komich said the bike shops contacted her
Nissler explained three benefits of Trail
when the idea first developed because of
Maintenance Day.
EARTH'S involvement in similar projects in the
"People will walk away from [trail
past. Last year, EARTH helped the bike shops
maintenance day] with three different levels of with a program to promote alternative forms of
having increased their knowledge about
travel.
cycling," Nissler said.
Sophomore Troy Farmer, an EARTH
The first benefit was the education
member, said, 'Trail conservation is a way to
participants received about trail maintenance preserve our continued enjoyment of the
and trail building.
outdoors."
§

Trail Maintenance Day also attracted people
from outside the local community.
Jenifer Soloman, a senior at Old Dominion
University, said she heard about the event from
a friend at JMU and made the trek to help
participate.
"I thought it would be wonderful," she said.
Toney expressed appreciation for all the
help.
"We really need a lot of help . . . it's great
having so many people out today," he said.
Nissler also said the. maintenance event
provides an opportunity for local bike shops to
give something to the biking community who
supports their business.
Bob Tennyson, customer services forester
for the Dry River District, said volunteer help is
crucial in maintaining the trails.
"If people are interested in keeping the trail
open, we're going to need the help," he said.
Tennyson said more trails are falling behind
in maintenance for reasons such as low
manpower and the gypsy moth.
"Gypsy moths are killing trees which
provide cover for the trails, so the underbrush is
growing, thicker and making it harder to keep
the trails open," Tennyson said.
Both Nissler and Tennyson attributed the
lack of enough trail maintenance workers to
economic cutbacks in Congress.
Nissler said, "The National Forest has really
suffered from the cutbacks at the federal
government level. The sheer volume of trails
out there, compared to the minuscule number of
rangers to do the maintenance, is
overwhelming.
"There's all these old trails out there that are
being overgrown because motorized traffic can
no longer use them, but they're perfect for
mountain bikers," he said.
Nissler said this was the first Trail
Maintenance Day ever in the area, but he hopes
to do it more frequently because of the
enthusiasm generated by the event.
Nissler said he considers Trail Maintenance
Day "a random act of kindness to the trails."

Class officers begin duties
by Jodie Bartoe
12:05 p.m. Sept. 20.
The bike's serial number is MI13340
and is valued at $350.
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teps near
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senior writer
A brand-new team of class
officers have taken their seats in the
Student Government Association.
According to David Baker, SGA
director of class government, the
freshman class was the only class
that held elections, because all other
class officers ran unopposed this fall.
The freshman class elected its
officers during elections held in
freshman residence halls Sept 12.
Baker said election ballots were
distributed to hall directors, who
gave them to the residents during hall
council elections. Officers for all
classes began their terms Sept. 12.
In the past, two student
administrative bodies governed JMU;
University Class Organization and
SGA, according to Baker.
Baker said UCO was made up of
class officers, while SGA was made
up of senators representative of the
entire university, delegated by their
residence halls. SGA commuter
senators represent commuter
students.
UCO was dissolved last spring
and therefore student officers are
members of SGA to some degree.
Baker said.
Class presidents are SGA senators
who represent the members of their
classes. As senators, class presidents
have the power to draft bills in the
senate.
Class vice presidents serve as
SGA
representatives.
SGA

representatives can sit in on senate
meetings and be members of SGA
committees, but have no voting
power.
Class secretaries and treasurers
can sit in on senate meetings but
have no real power in SGA, Baker
said.
Some new class officers expressed
excitement at beginning their new
positions with the restructured SGA.
Nancy Sabados, senior class
president, said she thinks the new
SGA makeup will encourage the
student body to become more aware
of their government.
"We will be much more active in
the SGA, and we want to let people
know that we are a real, functioning
body," Sabados said.
Baker said, "The whole purpose
we were aiming for was how we can
make things more effective and how
to make the student government
closer to the student," Baker said.
Another part of the plan to allow
students to become more involved in
Student government is through class
councils, he said.
According to Baker, each class
has a class council made up of the
class officers and other class
members. Some of the duties of the
President- Tony Madsen
class councils include drafting bills
resident- Lindsay
and organizing social and community
Curran
service activities for their class,
Baker said.
| Secretary- Shavonta Green
"The golden jewel of the entire
Treasurer- Todd Wllkinso*
restructuring of the SGA is the class

mrsee OFFICERS page 9
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JMU ranks high in efficiency

DEREK ROGERS/staff photographer

Andy Kohen proposes a negotiating committee between faculty
and administrators at the Faculty Senate meeting Thursday.

Senate establishes
negotiating body
by Kristen Heiss
faculty reporter
The Faculty Senate passed a
motion to form a negotiating
committee to resolve issues
between faculty and administration
at its meeting Thursday.
The new committee was formed
"with the intent of resolving the
difficulties that belie the faculty
and administration at JMU,"
Speaker Andy Kohen, economics,
said. About 20 onlookers of mostly
faculty and administrators attended
the meeting in the Warren Hall
Highlands room.
Kohen requested the senate's
endorsement of the committee,
which will consist of six senators
and one nonsenator faculty
member.
The
proposed committee includes
Kohen,
Sen.
Devin Bent, political science; Sen.
Robert Koslow,
kinesiology; Sen.
Ed McKee, psychology; and nonsenator Carter
Lyons,
mathematics. After an
amendment, the
senate decided to add a sixth female
senator citing the lack of women on
the committee. The Steering
Committee will elect her.
The two members of the
administration selected to the
committee so far are Jeff Nobel,
executive assistant to the president,
and Richard F. Whitman, provost
of the College of Arts and Letters.
Kohen suggested this committee
would aid in replacing his private
conversations with Robert E.
LaRose, rector of the Board of
Visitors.
According to the Sept 7 edition

of The Breeze, Kohen's private
conversations with LaRose were
beginning to concern some
senators.
Although
these
conversations were originally
unanimously approved by the
senate at the Aug. 31 meeting,
Kohen's refusal to divulge the
content of the conversations
bothered some senators.
The
committee
would
"hopefully help [the faculty and
administration] to move beyond the
state of unhappiness, discontent and
ugliness that surrounds us all,"
Kohen said at the meeting.
Noble said at the Faculty Senate
meeting, "The administration
expresses willingness to discuss
certain matters with the senate."
During discussion of the
motion.
Sen.
James Leary,
chemistry, inquired about the
absence of women on the committee. He then
made an amendment to increase
the committee
membership from
five to six people
in order to
include a female
senator, which the senate passed.
A few senators expressed
concern about the presence of
Lyons, a non-senator, on the
committee. The senate discussed
having a female member replace
Lyons, but the amended motion
included both Lyons and a female
member on the committee.
Nobel said the administration
thought this committee should
consist of a non-senate member as
long as this member is designated
by the senate.
see SENATE page 9

by Karen Brewer
senior writer
JMU was recently named the most
efficiently operated regional
university in the South for the third
year in a row, according to the Sept.
25 U.S. News and World Report.
According to Joann Tooley, senior
editor for America s Best Colleges, a
yearly guide put out by the magazine,
efficient schools are defined as
"schools that are able to maintain top
quality in academics while not
spending as much as some schools in
education per student."
The efficiency ranking, in its third
year, compares only the schools
ranked in the top 20 percent of the
academic quality rankings, she said.
According to the Sept. 18 U.S.
News and World Report, JMU ranked
sixth in academic quality among all
Southern regional schools, which
includes private and public schools,
and first among public Southern
regional schools.
Tooley said, "We take schools of
top academic quality, and we
compare them with other schools on
how much they spend per student."
JMU spent $5,468 per student in
1995. she said.
Mary Washington College, a
public school in Fredericksburg,
spends $5,711 per student and ranked
second among all Southern regional
schools.
Appalachian State
University, University of North
Carolina-Wilmington and University
of North Carolina Charlotte
completed the top five.
The College of William & Mary
ranked fourth in the national category
for efficiency, spending $10,172 per
student, according to Tooley.
Fred Hilton, director of Media
Relations, said the ranking was based
on how the money JMU gets for its
educational and general budget is
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LISA DELANEY/staff artist
spent on each student, while
considering the academic quality of
the school. Educational and general
funds come from student tuition and
state funds generated by taxes.
"What it says is that, number one,
we're a high-quality institution. We
do an extraordinary job with limited
resources," Hilton said.
Sophomore mass communication
major Jessica Derr said, "I think it's
great they could do all that without
spending too much, because that way
they can keep the cost of attending
down. You don't have to attend an
Ivy League school to get a good
education."

Robert Jerome, associate
professor of economics, said he is not
surprised about the rankings. 'The
degree to which we've excelled is
notable.
"We do have an excellent
academic program," he said. "We've
put a lot of effort and attention into
efficiency both in operation of the
institution and in administration of
classes."
Freshman Patrick Major said he
thinks JMU's academic quality is
great compared to other schools. "I
think it's because JMU's been trying
to improve [its] academic quality and
integrity."

JMU debate team defends
9
president to 'The British
by Barbara Paoletti
contributing writer
The JMU Debate Team was not able to effectively
defend President Bill Clinton to "The British," in a debate
Wednesday.
The JMU Debate Team challenged The British, an
international debate team, to a debate titled: "Resolved:
That This House Would Reeled Clinton," in AnthonySeeger Auditorium to about 40 people.
The debate focused on whether or not President Bill
Clinton'should be reelected in the 1996 presidential
election.
Junior philosophy and religion major Jomel Angat and
sophomore English major Ben Jorgensen represented the
JMU team. Angat and Jorgensen argued in favor of the
resolution.
Ian Duncan, a student at the University of Bristol in
Scotland, and Trevor Sather, a student at the University of
Cambridge in Great Britain, represented the British team,
which debated against the resolution.
Duncan and Sather are members of the EnglishSpeaking Union, a British association that organizes
international debates.
According to the program, the JMU Debate Team is
under the sponsorship of the Speech Communication
Association of America, which worked with the EnglishSpeaking Union in England to allow the debate to take
place.
Jorgensen opened the debate by stating that without
Clinton as president, the United States would have many
difficulties dealing with the Republican Congress, which
is fighting "liberal issues" such as Medicare, affirmative
action and child care funds for families.
Sather and Duncan argued the United States needs a

leader who is consistent with his decisions and who is
respected by other countries, especially his own. Sather
said Clinton is not respected in the eyes of England, other
foreign countries or the United States.
After the constructive speeches, the two teams crossexamined one another. During the cross-examinations, the
audience questioned the debaters. The debate format was
designed to "stimulate interaction between the debaters
and the audience," according to the program.
Angat and Jorgensen concluded their speeches by
saying that the British never responded to their questions.
Sather humorously mocked the JMU and American
style of using evidence in their debate speeches. In one
instance, Sather emphasized his team's only piece of real
evidence which he hadn't even finished reading yet. The
British focused more on logic and common knowledge
from staying on top of the news.
In a deviation from the normal voting process, the
speech coach asked the audience to decide the winner by
standing up. The British team won the debate almost
unanimously. Members of both teams said they felt the
debate was challenging.
American culture and debate style were not completely
new to the British duo.
Sather was born in New York, but has studied in
England since the age of 7. In 1995. he won the best
speaker award at the English National Tournament in the
House of Lords.
Duncan debated in the 1995 World Debating
Championships at Princeton University last spring. He
made it to the quarterfinals.
Sather and Duncan's stop at JMU came at the
beginning of an eight-week debating tour which will take
see DEBATE page 9
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
PC BALLROOM
7:30 PM
PRESENTED BY CAREfCAMPUS ASSAULT RESPONSE
HELPLINE) AND KAPPA ALPHA MEMBERS.

Brought to you by: University Health Center
Sexual Health Awareness Month
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Mark jour calendar now
to have your undergraduate
portrait taken:
September 25-29
Taylor 302 and 305
___ 10 a.m.' 6 p.m.
(Your last chance!!)

MADE GIFT!
SOMEONE SPECIAL
( LIKE YOURSELF )
163 South Main • 434-2895
Incense * Tapestries
i

.

i..

(and it will prove you actually went to college
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IN BRIEF
JAC cards must be replaced
Sept. 25-29 in Warren Hall

fop-selling nonchocolate candies in 1994

All returning students, faculty and staff must
get new JAC cards Sept. 25-29. People should go
to the Warren Hall Highlands room, 8 a.m.-7
p.m. except on Sept. 26 when it will close at 3
p.m. Bring old JAC cards.

I Life Savers GummiSavers

$27.0

ISkUtie_s
Srarburst
Amazin' Fruit

,

$\ 5.8

S14.6

Van Melles Mentos ^^_

Dollars in millions
EDDIE ANKERS/Jtotf artist

Organization leaders should
attend Nuts & Bolts workshop
The Nuts & Bolts workshop is a one hour information session sponsored by the University
Center to assist student organization leaders in
planning and organizing events at JMU.
Two members from each organization must
attend to maintain university rights and privileges. Each person attending may only represent
one organization. Five more workshops are
scheduled for the semester: Oct. 11, 5-6 p.m.;
Oct. 24, 6-7 p.m.; Nov. 1,4-5 p.m.; Nov. 13, 5-6
p.m.; and Dec. 4, 4-5p.m. See Weekly Events for
meeting locations.
A form must be filled out and returned to the
University Center in Taylor Hall, rm. 205, at least
two days before the workshop. If these dates conflict with current schedules or for more info, contact Chad Smith at X6538 or X7893.

Self-defense classes available,
learn tactics and techniques
The Women's Resource Center and Campus
Police offer a self-defense program titled Rape
Aggression Defense [RAD] Systems, to faculty,
staff and students.
Session U takes place Tuesday evenings, Oct.
24 and 31, and Nov. 7 and 14. The session consists of four classes 6:30-9:30 p.m. You must
attend all four classes to complete the course. A
cost of $15 is charged to cover manual fees and
includes a lifetime membership to attend any
RAD program offered in the U.S. or Canada.
Register at the Women's Resource Center by
phone, X3407, or in Logan Hall. For more info,
contact Christina Sanchez at 432-4487.

Red Cross Is sponsoring JMU
blood drive Sept. 26-27
Red Cross is sponsoring a blood drive in the
Lake area on Sept. 26 and the Hillside area on
Sept. 27. See Weekly Events for specific times
and locations.
You must be at least 17 years old and in good
health to donate. If interested in signing up for a
time, call Shannon Kennan at X3969 after 1 p.m.
Monday-Wednesday.

Arts & Sciences Symposium's
JAZZ!?' week begins today
Events from "JAZZ!?" week sponsored by the
Arts & Sciences Symposium are taking place
Sept. 25-29.
Today, "Early Jazz" by Reid Badger will be in
Wilson Hall auditorium, 8 p.m. See today's
Weekly Events for more information on other
events for this week's symposium.

WEEKLY EVENTS
Monday
• "Nuts & Bolts: A Student Leader Workshop," Taylor Hall, rm. 402,4-5 p.m.
• Circle K meeting, Warren Hall Allegheny Room, 6 p.m.
• Students for Camp Heartland meeting, Warren Hall Allegheny Room, 7 p.m. Its
goal is to raise money to send children impacted by AIDS/HIV to Camp Heartland.
• Science Fiction/Fantasy Guild, Taylor Hall, rm. 306, 7 p.m.
• "Rape Is Not Sex" sponsored by the Health Center, Phillips Hall Ballroom, 7:30 p.m.
• College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404,7:30 p.m. A candidate for the
Virginia House of Delegates and a candidate for county sheriff will speak.
• "Early Jazz," Reid Badger with the Skyline Dixieland Band, Wilson Hall auditorium, 8 p.m., free.

Tuesday
• Presbyterian Campus Ministry Bible study: Following Christ Today, Taylor Hall,
rm. 307, 12:15 p.m.
• Lake area blood drive sponsored by Red Cross, Eagle Hall, rm. G13,2-7 p.m.
• "Give and Take: Conversations Between Jazz and Poetry," Lisa Russ Spaar,
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 4 p.m., free.
• Senior Honors Project students class meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 44,4:30 p.m.
• Student Education Association meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,7 p.m.

Wednesday
• Brown Bag Lecture "Jazz at JMU: Celebrating 25 Years," Gunnar Mossblad and the
JMU Jazz Musicians, Hillcrest House, noon-1 p.m.
• Hillside area blood drive sponsored by Red Cross, McGraw-Long Hall Party room,
2-7 p.m.
• "On-Campus Recruiting" workshop sponsored by Office of Career Services, Sonner
Reception Hall, 3-4 p.m. Sign up in advance.
• "What's African About Jazz, Rock, and Funk Music?" Mark Gridley, GraftonStovall Theatre, 4 p.m., free.
• EQUAL meeting, Warren Hall Allegheny Room, 5 p.m.
• Habitat for Humanity meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402,5:30 p.m.
• Natural Highs general meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311,6 p.m.
• Caving Club meeting, Jackson Hall basement, 6 p.m.
• Zircle House reception honoring the jazz photography of Pat Hinely, New Image
Gallery, 6:30 p.m., free.
• Public Administration Society, Maury Hall, rm. 204,7 p.m.
• Harmony meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,7 p.m.
• Guest Artists Show with Mark Gndley, Joe Kennedy and the JMU Jazz Ensemble,
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 8 p.m., free.

Thursday
• Baptist Student Union prayer sessions, BSU House, 12:15 p.m. and 4 p.m.
• Jazz in American Culture panel discussion, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 4 p.m., free.
• Golden Key National Honor Society meeting, Warren Hall Massanutten Room, 4:30 p.m.
• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,5-6:30 p.m.
• Preparing for an Interview workshop sponsored by Office of Career Services,
Sonner Reception Hall, 5-6 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union Fellowship, BSU House, 5:30 p.m.
• Gunnar Mossblad and Visions, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 8 p.m.
» Campus Crusade for Christ sponsors "Prime Time," Miller Hall, rm. 101, 8 p.m.

«

*
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East Germans brought to trial
for shoot-to-kill order at Wall
BERLIN — Former East German generals,
ranging in age from 65 to 81, are charged with
being accessories to manslaughter in carrying out
Order 101, the Communist regime's shoot-to-kill
edict against those attempting to flee to the West
during the Cold War.
Their expressions are not easily read as they
perch with their lawyers on four wooden benches
in Room 500 of the gloomy Moabit courthouse in
central Berlin. The trial drones on around them as
most affect a studied ennui or knit-browed
befuddlement, occasionally yielding to waspish
irritation at this indignity in the twilight of their
lives.
The "generals' trial," which began last month,
is Germany's latest attempt to bring accused
Communist malefactors to book for decades of
totalitarian excesses, including an estimated 600
people gunned down at the Berlin Wall. With the
fifth anniversary of German reunification
approaching on Oct. 3, the effort thus far has had
little success. Most of the upper echelon from
East Germany's old guard either eluded
prosecution because of ill health or received light
sentences.

Clinton acknowledges voters'
doubt; states task for 1996
President Clinton's winning message in 1992
was that change is good, but he says he now
realizes that many people aren't so sure.
Describing the nation as skittish and confused in
a time of social and economic upheaval, Clinton
early Saturday outlined what he sees as his task
for 1996: "I'm also trying to get people out of
their funk about it."
And when it comes to funks, Clinton
acknowledged, he is not immune. He slipped into
one last fall when the voters repudiated his record
by electing a Republican Congress for reasons he
couldn't comprehend. "I don't think I can do my
job as president if I don't understand what's
happening. I think that I and all of us had
underestimated the dimensions of the changes
and challenges facing us."

National political parties
invest In Va. legislature race
RICHMOND — The national political parties
and their leaders are beginning to pour substantial
money into the battle for the Virginia General
Assembly, with both sides trying to use the fall
elections to build early momentum for 1996.
According to newly released campaign finance
reports, two-thirds of the money raised by Gov.
George Allen (R) on behalf of legislative races in
the last two months came from national GOP
groups, including a $100,000 check from the
political action committee of presidential
candidate and Sen. Robert Dole (R-Kan).
The Democratic National Committee has
pumped $110,000 into its state affiliate so far,
with more yet to come, according to reports and
party officials. The investment in Virginia races
is partly because this is one of the few states
holding elections in November and because both
parties expect the results to be important
strategically.
.— L.A. Times/Washington Post news service
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New V«rk Style Pizza, Subs and More!
Not just pizza - we also have pasta, calzones,
stromboli and subs.

H

OPEN 6 DAYS A

80C SLICE

M
M
M

Mon. • Thurs.
DINE IN ONLY .

Don't forget eur lunch specials!
Mon. • Fri. 11-2 pm
778 E. Market St.

WEEK

Sun. to Thur.
11 am-11 pm
Fri. and Sat.
11 am-Midnight
Closed on Tues.

434-5375

Rarrisonburg

VA

i
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TAyCE DOWN UNDER
CCEEEEHCUSE
CNTCCT/ilNCCS

WANTED!

'X

POETS
ACTORS

We're Consolidating!!

COMEDIANS

Valley & Companion
Veterinary
Animal
Clinic
Hospital

MUSICIANS

IS NOW:

\

Grand cpenine
Oct. 23-27

With the same
friendly staff and
service.
Dr. John Daly
Dr. Vicky Strickland
The Vets Preferred by Pets
'
FREE FIRST EXAMINATION WITH JAC CARD

If interested
contact ia< cine at
Center for Cff-Campus
Livlnfi X6C71 •

498-A University Blvd.
Hanisonburg, VA 22801
(ACROSS FROM PRICE CLUB)
(540) 433-VETS (8387)

Calendar of Events
Sept. SO - Sept. 30

SUPER
The great store just next door.

Monday

September 25

Monday Night Football
Free Pool 9 p.m. -11 p.m.

Tuesday

Ladies Night

Thursday

Seven Mary Three

September 26

September 28

special guests: Trigger Fish

Friday

The Convertibles

September 29

Saturday
September 30

Super Fresh Food Markets have immediate openings
for the following positions:
•Cashiers
•Grocery / Night Stock Clerks
•Produce / Salad / Floral Clerks
•Deli /Bakery Clerks
•Meatcutters / Meat Wrappers
•Seafood Clerks
We offer an excellent salary and benefits package
with flexible hours and advancement opportunities in the
food industry.
If you are interested in becoming a member of a
people oriented company, please place your application on
Wednesday (9-27), Thursday (9-28), or Friday (9-29)
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. at the following
location:

Calternat ive)

(Classic Rock) $2.00 cover

Flyin Mice

Dukes Plaza
2255 S. Main St.
Hanisonburg, VA

(Slam Grass)

EOE
_
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Officers

continued from page 3
council," Baker said.
Any student can become a
member of his or her class council. In
order to get the entire student body
involved, Baker said he encourages
students to contact their class officers
to find out the dates and times for
class council meetings.
Along with Sabados. other senior
class officers include Lisa Kerr, vice
president; Mike Prem, secretary; and
Joe Morosco, treasurer.
The junior class officers include
Kim Wilson, president; Vanessa
Salazar, vice president; Antionette
Wormley, secretary; and Faithea
Flowers, treasurer.
New sophomore class officers are
April Roberts, president; Lesley
Grieco, vice president; Catherine
Batzli, secretary; and Matt
Montgomery, treasurer.
Freshman class officers include
Tony Madsen, president; Lindsay
Curran, vice president; Shavonta
Green, secretary; and Todd
Wilkinson, treasurer.
Green looks forward to being
involved in SGA both to help her
class and get involved with student
government.
"I've always been involved, and
the best way to get to know the
campus and to really be a part of it is
to take a role in one of the biggest
parts of it," she said.
According to Baker, the new
officers have the same roles in
governing their classes as class
officers had in the past.
The president represents the class
in SGA meetings and in the class
council, Baker said. The vice
president assists the president in his
or her duties and acts as president at

Senate.

• «r »»--» . .

continued from page 5
any meeting the president cannot
attend.
Bent said, "I think it's an honor to
A few of the secretary's duties be on the committee."
include taking attendance at council
The next item discussed was a
meetings and taking minutes. The motion to raise the requirements for
treasurer's role is to manage the honors merit at graduation.
accounts of the class. According to
Sen. Ric Thompson, sociology
Baker, the actual handling of the and anthropology, explained that he
money is done by the SGA treasurer.
received a letter from Bethany
Wilkinson said he was impressed Oberst, vice president for academic
with the freshman class's desire to affairs, concerning honors merit.
participate in the election.
Thompson is chair of the Academic
"You have 3,000 people who are Policies Committee. The proposal
new and want to get out there and try would increase the minimum grade
and who want to get involved," he point averages for honors.
said about the freshman class.
The
Academic
Policies
Jason Rideout, sophomore finance Committee recommended the
major, said he thinks the reason requirements be changed tf 3.40upper-class students did not run for 3.599 for cum laude, 3.60-3.799 for
office was because the election was magna cum laude, and 3.8 and above
not highly publicized.
for summa cum laude.
"I think it went very
The current requirements for
unannounced," he said. "Nobody graduation with honors are 3.25knew where to run or even how to 3.499 for cum laude, 3.5-3.749 for
run.
magna cum laude, and 3.750 and
Benjamin Edgell, sophomore above for summa cum laude.
business management major said
Thompson said Norman Garrison,
although many candidates ran dean of the College of Science and
unopposed, they are probably the Mathematics, proposed that students
best people for the job.
in the top 2.5 percent of each college
"It is impressive that we have should receive honors at graduation
officers who are willing to take the while the top 5 percent and 10
responsibility [to lead their classes]," percent would receive semester
he said.
honors on the president's list and
Another way SGA plans to get the dean's list, respectively.
classes more involved, according to
The
Academic
Policies
Baker, is through a class newsletter.
Committee chose Xo propose raising
"By the end of next week, every the minimum GPA for honors instead
student on campus will have received of Garrison's proposal.
a newsletter presented by the class
Thompson explained that one
council," he said.
rationale for raising JMU's standards
"All of the officers we have are is to bring the requirements in line
very good. At the same time, I wish with the accepted standards around
students would have more interest in the country. He also emphasized
their class and also of the . present JMU students will not be
government," Baker said.
subject to these requirements.
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1 think it's an
honor to be on
the committee.'
DcvinBent
faculty senator
"I want"to make it clear that this is
for incoming students, not current
students," he said.
*
Thompson, however, said he isn't
really in favor of these changes and
told that to Oberst.
"I personally don't like it," he
said, adding this is a harder target for
students to hit.
The motion was tabled for further
discussion.
Another item of new business was
academic calendar changes.
Kohen proposed a review of the
1996-'97 academic calendar before
the Sept. 27 deadline. The calendar is
a replica of the 1995-'96 calendar.
The senate did not send this to a
committee to review, although the
new calendar doesn't include
proposed changes by the senate at its
Oct. 17, 1994 meeting, according to
the Oct. 24, 1994 edition of The
Breeze.
At the 1994 meeting, the senate
proposed the Monday and Tuesday
before Thanksgiving break should be
made holidays and fall break and
reading day should be cut. None of
these changes were made.
Also at the meeting, Speaker Pro
Tempore Bill Voige, chemistry,
announced the internal review of the
physics department is now available
to read in the library.

continued from page 5
them to universities all over the
country. The two are scheduled to
debate in 27 different tournaments in
13 different states.
According to Sather, the two
debaters went through a long and
"grueling" process to represent the
British team In order to be chosen to
debate internationally, the two had to
undergo an extensive application and
interviewing process.
After the debate, Angat and Sather
agreed that the style of debating is
very different in the two countries. In
England, debaters learn about their
topics 15 minutes before the debate,
Sather said. The use of sarcasm,
jokes, and everyday knowledge is
common in the typical English
debate, according to Sather. The
British style involves little evidence,
he said.
American debate teams argue one
topic over the course of a year.
Debaters accumulate evidence as the
year progresses. So, the American
style involves a great deal of
evidence.
Jokes do not exist in U.S.
debating, according to Angat.
American teams deliver more serious
speeches that are directed to their
arguments,
Angat and Sather said they felt
challenged debating their arguments
because they personally disagreed
with the positions they were
defending. Both acknowledged,
however, that good debaters can
argue both sides of an issue.
Freshman ISAT major Remy
Luerssen said she found it
"entertaining
watching
the
interaction between the audience and
the debaters."

THIS ART MOVES
JMU COLLEGE OF ARTS & LETTERS
ENCORE SERIES • SEASON OPENER

WILSON HALL 8 p.m. SATURDAY SEPT. 30
20 Utost Water Street

downtown Harrisonburg
433-5550

Imi Wm

Estampie
by New York City Ballet's
Miriam Malulaviani

How Out by Val Caniparoli
of San Francisco Ballet
JardinAux I.Has
by Antony Tudor

«ki. week's Releases:

It.^ GRATEFUL DEAD
PRINCE
(LIVE-2CD)
AGfoC, David Bowie,
Sonic Youth, Urge Overkill,
HEMPilation (N.O.R.M.L. Benefit-Various),
Showgirls (ST), Leonard Cohen Tribute,
Blur, Blue Oyster Cult, Lisa Loeb,
and more...
OPEN TONIGHT AT MIDNIGHT

Normal Hours 11-8 Mon-Sat, 12-5 Sun

CHARGE TICKETS

568-7000
BOX OFFICE: HARRISON HALL
M-F. 1-5 p.m.

L Richmond Ballet
THE STATE BALLET OF VIRGINIA

JMU STUDENT RUSH
50% DISCOUNT - 30 MINUTES BEFORE SHOW

h&j$i& w&m3 "TME mauB^»

Dart...
A dart to the jerk who stole my green
Diamondback mountain bike last Tuesday from
outside the Wampler computer lab. If you don't bring
it back there by the end of this week, I will press
charges.
Sent in by a reader who saw you, knows who you
are and is serious about this threat.

Pat.,.

Special police units necessary
College campuses are full of sensitive situations. sensitively deal with these cases?"
Cases like rape are difficult to prove and are
Students, placed in an environment where
interaction among peers is close and constant, traumatic for the victim. The first few hours after the
often find themselves in unsettling or unusua positions. crime are crucial. If a victim is treated with dignity and
But sometimes, these situations are not exactly what one sensitivity from the beginning, the better the odds
would call a learning experience. Students are violated, justice can prevail and more criminals can come off the
either physically or emotionally. When this happens, nation's streets and Quads.
JMU campus police have some of the necessary
someone must be there for them in the college
community. When the violation is a criminal action, training and work with the sexual assault education
campus police must have the training to help victims coordinator, but there is no unit or system devoted to
making sure a trained officer is on
and perpetrators deal with crimes
duty around the clock. Having a
like rape and hate crimes aimed at
sexual assault education coordinator
women and minorities.
is an important step at JMU, but
Virginia Tech's Sensitive Crime
designating and publicizing a
Unit recently came under fire in the
specially trained segment of campus
media, specifically the Washington
police could only improve the way
Times and Richmond Timespolice and students respond to
Dispatch, for devoting too many
sensitive crimes. If students know
resources to one section of the
the officer responding to their call is
police department and for
threatening free speech. The unit be VflOre likely tO COVfie trained to listen and respond to their
consists of six officers specially
fnrvunrd "
^cars' '^ m'Snt ** more '"^ely to
trained to handle crimes of sexual
JOrwaru.
come forward.
assault or any other crime where a
Some argue that special police
victim might be too traumatized or too scared to come units aren't necessary because rape and hate crimes do
forward and report the crime. Having six officers not occur on college campuses. That's ridiculous. True,
specially trained to deal with such issues means that at few rape and hate cases make the headlines. But that
Virginia Tech, someone is on duty 24 hours a day to doesn't mean they don't happen. A Student Coalition
Against Rape survey found that of JMU students, one
handle such crimes.
These officers handle routine cases, meaning that no in four women and one in nine men will be sexuallys
extraordinary resources are drained by the unit. Instead, assaulted in their lifetime.
It is the sensitive nature of crimes like rape that
what it means is that when a rape occurs, someone is
causes
people to stay silent about attacks. It is also
trained to handle it. As Virginia Tech Police Chief Mike
Jones put it in a Sept. 13 Roanoke Times article; "If you precisely why we need trained officers to encourage
had a daughter and she was raped, would you want an people to reveal the actions and seek justice.
old rough and gruff sergeant to go out and interview her
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial
or would you want someone who has been trained to

If students know the
officer responding to
their call is trained to
listen and respond to
their fears, they might
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A pat to the JMU cheerleaders for sticking it out in
the rain last weekend at the football game. It's nice to
know that JMU can always count on you to cheer on
the Dukes rain or shine. You are true athletes. Keep
up the good work.
Sent in by someone who appreciates your hard
work and dedication every weekend.

Bart...
An-I-don't-want-to-be-associated-with-you dart to
the obnoxious members of the Marching Royal
Dukes who yelled homophobic comments at the
women's soccer team Thursday during its practice.
Sent in by an embarrassed member of the
Marching Royal Dukes who wants people to know
not everyone in the band is narrow-minded.

Pat...
A resounding pat to Hanson Hall residents —
although you are very loud sometimes, you should be
proud of yourselves for the wonderful community
you have built, visible in the courtyard of our happy
home. Just remember — 11 p.m. is the start of quiet
hours!
Sent in a Hanson Hall staff member who loves her
residents despite their lack of decibel control.

Dart...
A go-drool-on-your-bed-at-home dart to those
who feel the need to take up an entire futon in
Taylor Down Under to sleep.
Sent in by someone who would just like to sit down.

Pat...
A pat to the brothers of Kappa Alpha who strive to
provide an alternative party atmosphere to the
regular meat markets often experienced by female
partygoers on campus. Your efforts are noticed and
definitely appreciated.
Sent in by a female student who loves a great party
and left KA feeling respected.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Popular black performers are missed;
UPB should service a variety of tastes
To the Editor:

As I enter my last year at JMU, I have watched the social
climate for African-American students deteriorate. Slight
attempts by the University Program Board have been made to
bring entertainers that we enjoy — but the process by which they
are selected and secured puzzles me.
First of all, when an act is brought here that is supposedly for
"our" benefit, why is it that some other minority organization
must co-sponsor the event? UPB never seems to have enough
money to get the acts that "we" want to see, but they can foot the
bill completely for an act the majority of white students would
enjoy. Am I wrong in assuming my student activity fees help
fund these events whether I enjoy them or not?
Secondly, when a halfway decent act is brought, it is exactly
that — halfway decent The 111 and Al Scratch appearance was a
jokfe, and who in the world asked fqr James Brown? Why can't
African-American entertainers of the same caliber of Matthew
Sweet and James Taylor come here? If not, why can't we have
two or three acts and have a real concert? People would travel
here for concerts if we had someone worth seeing.
Do you know why turnouts for our supposed shows have
been so weak? I'll tell you why: people like me go to other
schools to see something better. I have friends who drive two
hours or more to come see me so that we can drive a couple more
hours to another school (usually much smaller than this one) to
see a worthwhile performance.
True, good and popular acts cost more money, but you are
forgetting another factor. Many of the wHite students here and in
other places enjoy and would pay to see the same truly popular
atts that African-Americans want to see. You may not turn a
huge profit, but you will not have me believe that JMU has lost
money on many if not a majority of other concerts. Even truer
still, "You have to spend money to make money."
I could go on and on about how disappointed I have been
with the efforts (or lack thereof) UPB has made to appease the
African-American students here. This is not only for musical acts
but entertainment in general — including movies, comedians, etc.
For instance, Carrot Top can come numerous times, but why

can't Bill Bellamy come just once?
No, I have not made any active attempt to get in on this,
action, but I assumed this is why you are here. There are plenty
of African-American students working with and around you who
have been trying to secure better entertainment, but you and your
cohorts have the power.
My money is just as green as everyone else's, and before I
leave here, I would like to see the UPB do something for me.
Anltra D. Archer
senior
human resource management

a car because there would be so few places to go.
Every time we buy something in the community, we put more
money into the town economy. It is absolutely true that some
JMU students litter and get loud and Orunk. Conversely, it is also
true that all JMU students are supporters of this college town
economy.
I hope in the future, when Mrs. Whitlock lashes out at JMU
students, that she first considers the more prevalent and positive
things the school does for the community, instead of labeling all
JMU students as thugs and hoodlums.
t
Blalr Brown
freshman
International business

Habitat does more than build homes;
student assistance Is always needed
To the Editor:

Students bring more than noise, litter;
JMU merits more credit from locals
To the Editor:

The condescending tone of W.E. Whitlock's letter in the
Sept. 21 edition of The Breeze both shocked and disheartened
me. No kidding, you wouldn't miss a lot without JMU. This
university brings a lot more than beer cans, noise, traffic and
drunk students. This school makes this community.
I think she has a skewed point of view in that she sees only
the bad side of the university. Sure, there are bad aspects of the
school, and there are people who litter, but that most certainly is
not limited to college students.
The traffic created by JMU students is a merit less topic. All I
can say is if it weren't for this school there would be no need for

I am writing in response to your article on Habitat for
Humanity in the Sept. 18 issue of The Breeze. First, I must
compliment Chris Fletcher on the accurate reporting about
Habitat. Often, people hold the misconception that Habitat gives
homes away. The process is selective and the families Habitat
builds with do more than their share on the home sites.
I am also pleased to see faculty, such as William Tate, and
the students of JMU integrating such a wonderful experience
into classroom education.
However, Habitat does more than build homes. Recently, the
JMU chapter of Habitat, in cooperation with Project Hope and
Community Service-Learning Center has been working toward
the improvement of existing homes in the Harrisonburg area.
Replacing roofs, grading yards for water drainage and painting
homes were Habitat projects a few weekends ago.
We would like to encourage those students involved with
Habitat through a class to continue their service after the class
ends. The need will always exist.

'•*.

.

DarclTeton
r Public Relations Chair
JMU Habitat for Humanity

It's time for JMU to give to the community
As a freshman, I never quite understood how there could be
any tension between the university we all attend and the town in
which it resides. Fact is, the tension is rather subtle; never
expressed in outward animosity but with quiet grumblings and
shaking of heads. It has taken me two years of uninterrupted
residence in Harrisonburg to understand that tension. I find
myself torn and wondering who, if anybody, is to blame for the
unmistakable miscommunication that occurs on a daily basis
between these two opposing factions.
If you were to ask me in the fall of 1992, when I was as
green and unblemished as the lawn on the other side of 81,1
would have blamed the town and its ignorant population of
chicken killers and lawyers. "How could they regret the
presence of a major university in their back-ass little town?
We're bringing culture into this intellectually barren 'Burg; they
should thank us!" I might have said. Times change, people
change.
Well, not all people change. This freshmoric attitude is still
upheld by many students, and it is partially such thinking that
allows the tension to fester as it does. Those students might as
well stop reading, because they aren't going to like my
conclusion.
My conclusion is basically that the lightning-fast expansion
of James Madison University destroyed any continuity and/or
community that may have existed in Harrisonburg before little
Madison College got greedy. The population explosion that
came with JMU (all of you) forced the economic focus of/
Harrisonburg away from the downtown courthouse square area
and dropped it in a series of vacant lots near Route 33.
You see, when thousands of parent-supported college
students move into such a small town, something is going to
have to give eventually. A once quaint and somewhat bustling
downtown area served as that martyr, albeit an unwilling one.
JMU grew so fast, it was impossible for the little place to keep
up. Things like the restoration of a historical town square take
time and money. At the time, the people of Harrisonburg could
offer neither to support such a project.
Basically, Harrisonburg couldn't set up shop fast enough to

■

profit from the ever-increasing JMU population. So outsiders
came in and did the job.
And voila — Market Street was born. What was once a
series of rolling hills became of a series of notches on the belts
of a number of non-caring national corporate chains. Places
like Express and Victoria's Secret, Chili's, Pargo's, etc., have
sucked every bit of individuality out of the friendly city.
Specifically, Wal-Mart is an old veteran at destroying smalltown economies by diverting the money away from locally
owned businesses. There is no real exception here.
I just find it both interesting and frustrating that the town of
Harrisonburg, businesses and such, make A LOT of money,
but so little of that cash is funneled back into the community.
If you haven't already figured it out, Harrisonburg is not
exactly a high-rent district: common areas are poorly kept and
the zoning laws are pretty much wacked. And all of this, I
believe, traces back to JMU forcing the town to expand when
it didn't really have the resources.
There you have a rather in-depth hypothesis as to why there
is so much tension — we came in with all our good stuff but
never offered any to the natives. No wonder they hate us. But
there are other reasons as well, and one of the most obvious is
the lack of respect on the part of the students for the place they
live nine months out of the year. Let me give you a personal
anecdote.
My residence happens to be equipped with a pool. A P°°l
during the summertime is a good thing, and we shared happily.
But of all those nights of drunken foolishness and even nudity.

nothing ever got trashed.cTJiere was a beer can or two lying
around, but everybody Respected the place where they played
— if it got trashed, the^ couldn't play anymore. Maybe I'm
pointing fingers, but JMU had been in session not more than 24
hours when we woke up to find a couch and table in the pool.
We didn't have a party; somebody just stopped by for a little
destruction on their way home and probably beat their chest in
the process. Anyway, I knew what it felt like to be invaded; I
knew the feeling of resenting the intrusion. It is no wonder
students' opinions only reflect the attitude that the college
seems to espouse. •
But alas, an olive branch has been tossed, me thinks. It
seems that JMU is founding an Office of Economic
Development. Granted, the funding for this office will come out
of JMU's pocket, but it will, hopefully, be money well spent.
Maybe, jusf maybe, it will encourage locally-owned
businesses to open downtown in a central and historical
location. JMU is powerful enough now that we can use some of
that clout for the greater good. The building of graduate
housing downtown is a step in the right direction. By
combining forces, both JMU and the city of Harrisonburg could
create a central area that is fun and beneficial for students,
faculty and residents.
The result just might be improved relations between town
and college. Students would be encouraged to get off campus
and meet people in the community because there would be a
community to meet. Both sides might even abandon their nasty
stereotypes of redneck townie and disrespecting invader. There
is a real-life lesson to be learned here, the kind you pay so
much for, about the importance of interacting with the people
you live with, your neighbors (love thy ...)
For all we've taken, I think we should give something back.
Things are far from beyond repair; somebody just needs to pick
up some tools. And I think Uncle Ron is just the man to do it —
he made us proud of our college, now let's share some with the
town that let it happen.
Mark Sulton is an English and mass communications major.
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HELP
WANTED
The Breeze is hiring an Account Executive
for the 1995-'96 school year. All majors
welcome to apply. Experience in sales is
a plus. This is a paid position.
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The Breeze offers
• Excellent experience
• Great benefits ($,$,$)
• Networking opportunities
• Resunre builder
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Please send cover letters and resumes
to Cheryl Floyd, Office Manager

The Breeze,

Anthony-Seeger Hall.

The deadline for the restaurant guide
is Friday, September 29 at 5 p.m.

RESERVE

0 f T I C E R S '

DEADLINE: TODAY 5 p.m.

T R A I N I N G

CORPS

BELIEVE IT OR NOT,
THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the course
description, and Army ROTC is the name.
It's the one college elective that builds
your self-confidence, develops your leadership potential and helps you take on the
challenges of command.
There's no obligation until your junior
year, and that means there's no reason not
to try it out right now.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
Find out more.
Contact Captain Vic Heame, 568-6094 or
IN% "HearneWV® VAX1 .ACS.JMU.EDU"
,'.'■)
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The dizzying delights of contradancing
17th-century dance form given new life at regular Harrisonburg get-togethers
by Becky Mulligan
senior writer
Some people think it has
something to do with the anticommunists in Nicaragua. Others
think it is a funny way of saying
country line dancing.
Even contradancing experts have
a difficult time giving a succinct
definition of exactly what
contradancing is and why people
either love it or hate it.
Contradancing is an interactive,
fast-paced dance that originated in
the 17th century and regained
popularity in the 1960s. A caller
guides partners through a series of
steps similar to old-time square
dancing as fiddlers and guitarists
play Irish and Celtic runes.
'The principal difference between
this [contradancing] and square
dancing is that in square, you only
dance with seven other people, but in
contradancing you dance with
everyone in your line," Paul
Ackerman, a Harrisonburg caller,
said at a Sept. 16 contradance at
Temple Beth-El on Old Furnace
Road. "There's less standing around
and waiting your turn."
The length of the lines vary
depending on the number of dancers
and the size of the dance hall. Some
halls have 8-9 partners per line,
others have 30-40.
One reason people love this fastpaced dance is because this is a fastpaced society.
"We're
in
a
constant
overstimulation mode and we want
action continuously," Ackerman said.
The minute many beginners walk
in the door, they feel comfortable

BECKY MULLIGAN)'senior photographer

Jim Morrison plays the fiddle for contradancers at Temple Beth-el.
because of the friendly and relaxed
atmosphere.
Senior Muggsie Marini goes
dancing regularly in Harrisonburg
and in his home state, Massachusetts.
He thinks some beginners have a fear
of going out on the dance floor
because they're afraid of having

people point and laugh at them.
"But the .truth of it is, it doesn't
matter as long as you're having a
good time," he said.
Since the series of dance patterns
is explained by the caller beforehand
and is repeated over and over again,
beginners can easily pick up the

rhythm and flow and jump right in.
Linda Kohn, a contradancing
Harrisonburg resident, said, "It's
easy to pick up."
Even children have no problem
learning to contradance. People of all
ages and levels of experience come
.to partake in the merriment.
There is no set dress code,
although jeans and long broomstickstyle skirts seem to be dancer
favorites.
On the "What Is Contradancing?'
World Wide Web page, Gary Shapiro
likened contradancing to "an
amusement park ride that we make
for ourselves."
Or, in the words of Henry
Longfellow, "Merrily, merrily
whirled the wheels of the dizzying
dances." Contradancing is a dizzying
dance.
The primary dance maneuver is
the swing, which involves leaning
back into your partner's arms and
swinging around really fast until the
room starts spinning. One way to
eliminate stomach-upsetting dizziness is by staring bug-eyed into your
partner's eyes.
Some people are frightened at the
thought of going out and making
fools of themselves in front of other
people. Experienced dancers
sometimes have difficulty getting
newcomers to give it a try.
Ackerman said getting people
dancing "varies on how adventurous
they are."
Kohn said, "It depends if people
like to dance to music other than
popular [music]."
Marini danced often this summer
with his friends in Massachusetts.
However, he said it's more difficult

to get people to try contradancing at
JMU. "With how much people want
to party at JMU, it's hard to try and
convince them to do something that's
not a normal act to do on weekends,"
he said.
Some adventurous souls wander
to the only Harrisonburg contradancing event, sponsored monthly by
the JMU theater and dance
department at Temple Beth-El.
Dale Diaz, a Harrisonburg
resident, helps organize this
gathering of dancers. She said several
JMU faculty members and students
usually come dancing, although the
number varies.
Self-described "sound dude" Nick
Whitman has been contradancing on
and off with his wife for about 12-15
years. They began dancing in the
early 1980s and had such a great
time, they kept coming back.
A Harrisonburg fiddler, Jim
Morrison, has studied social dancing
for 30 years. The Harrisonburg
dances revived in about 1988 after a
five to eight year lapse, he said.
Morrison called around and found
enough people receptive to the idea
of contradancing to warrant the
dances.
Morrison and the other
Harrisonburg contradancers, in the
words of John Milton's L'Allegro,
extend an invitation to everyone from
beginners to the experienced to
attend a contradance:
"Come, knit hands, and beat the
ground/In a light fantastic round."
Harrisonburg conlradances are
held monthly at Temple Beth-El on
Old Furnace Road. Watch the
Weekly Events section of The Breeze
for upcoming dances.

Staunton tavern offers fun, relaxed atmosphere
by Robin Smith
contributing writer
Good food, great beer and lots of fun people
is what the White Star Tavern in Staunton is all
about.
"It's an English pub with a southern drawl,"
said owner Terry Holmes.

REVIEW
The tavern, which opened three weeks ago,
has received local attention and become a
popular hang-out spot. The main attraction,
surprisingly enough, is the beer list. The tavern
carries more than 50 different beers, including
an incredible variety of microbrews such as
Anchor Steam, from San Francisco; Purple,
Haze, from Louisiana; and, for the brave at
heart, Saranac Black and Tan, from New York.
The idea behind the White Star Tavern came
to Holmes when the space above his Mill Street
Grill became available.
"We wanted to do something totally
different and this is what we came up with,"
Holmes said. In addition to the restaurant
business, in which Holmes has worked all of
his life, he's active in the community. Holmes
donated all the proceeds from the bar on
opening night to McSwain Elementary School's
sixth grade class. The money will be used for
art supplies this year.
The building was occupied by the White Star
Flour Mill for about 60 years beginning around

the turn of the century. The tavern's logo pays
homage to the symbol of the White Star Flour
Mill in its sun-shaped logo. The tavern's
hardwood floors and stone walls give it a
charming atmosphere rarely found in the
Valley. Complete with pool tables, fooze ball
and darts, the tavern doesn't want to label itself
as primarily a sports bar.
"When you start calling yourself a sports
bar, you scare all the women off," Holmes said.
Nevertheless, you can find a good crowd on
big game days enjoying their four televisions.
The tavern offers nightly bar specials from
margaritas to Absolut, and more promotions are
in the planning stages, according to Holmes. He
hopes to bring in local bands in the future.
In addition to the wide selection of beer and
liquor, the tavern has a complete sandwich and
appetizer menu. It offers the standard wings and
mozzarella sticks, which are always safe, but if
you're feeling a little wild and daring, try the
crab dip — there is none finer. The tavern's
signature item is ribs, which are made with
homemade barbecue sauce.
Everything about this place has a personal
touch and an obvious attention to detail. The
food prices are reasonable. Remember, though,
that microbrews are across the board more
expensive than the standard domestics, so you
might want to save up a little extra cash.
The waitstaff is knowledgeable about the
different beers and not afraid to make friendly
suggestions to the person new to the microbrew
scene. You get the feeling everybody there likes
their job.
. "It's a fun place; we're all good friends

here," said senior Kathleen Collins, a waitress
at the tavern. "It's a nice place to hang out as a
female and not have to worry about getting
shmoozed on." That's a characteristic hard to
come by these days.
"It's definitelv a ereat place to come and

hang out with friends," junior Jaime Corbet
said.
On that note, grab some friends, come down
to Staunton and bring your I.D., because they
card at the door. Call (540) 885-5887 for
directions.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WHITE STAR TAVERN
The White Star Tavern In Staunton offers a wide variety of local microbrews as well
as sundry amusements Including pool, darts and fooze balls.
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Pow wow educates aboi
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PHOTOS BY DEREK ROGERS
ILLUSTRATIONS BY BRYAN KNIGHT
Clockwise from top right: An Indian dancer performs for the crowd; An
Indian dancer displays his headdress as he performs; Earl Schriver
blinds a female goshawk to make her take a nap; Vicky Standlngdeer
braids Chiefie Roy's hair in preparation for the upcoming dance
performance; Two head dancers lead the others into the circle; These
singers beat their drums and chant while the dancers enter the circle.

The Indians came to tell their story the only
way it should be told — by them.
The second-annual Indian Summer Pow
Wow was held in Crozet Saturday and Sunday
to educate people about Native American
heritage.
Overseen by George Whitewolf, a Monocan
Indian, the event featured traditional dancing,
crafts, food and animals.

Style
Commentary
— Rachel Woodall
The pow wow was an experience I will not
soon forget, especially since I am of Native
American descent. As I wandered around the
pow wow, I came to understand a little more
about the importance of the Indians' heritage.
We were told we were standing on Monocan
land, home to the Sioux-speaking people for
more than 12,000 years. Some of the proceeds
of the day were to help buy back land taken
from these Indians years ago, including Bear
Mountain, a sacred place where they had gone
to pray.
Slowly, the Indian council of the area has
been buying back land with the money they
have made from such events.

As the "grand-entry" ceremony began,
several Indians in traditional attire entered the
circle. Some moved slowly to the drum beat.
while others jumped emphatically around.
The men entered the circle first, followed by
the women and children.
Whitewolf said each dance tells a story, and
each story is individual to each person. He
explained that some dances told of hunting and
protecting, while some interpreted the
movement of animals. Others danced to show
patience, or to demonstrate how they took care
of their families.
As I watched the dancers, I saw what he
meant. One man, Javier Alarcon, dressed as a
deer with antlers and paint, galloped around the
circle.
The "head man dancer," Rick
Bottchenbaugh of Cherokee, N.C., danced
simply for the "spirit of keeping the dance
alive."
Usually, parents teach young children, and
as the dancer gains more experience, he or she
will expand on what he or she has learned.
He said the outfits are blessed and help keep
the spirit alive while one dances.
"I have been dancing since I was 12 years
old, and then my mother took me north,"
Bottchenbaugh said.
"When I was 19,1 returned to the Cherokee
reservation and continued to dance. It is in your
blood."
A 9-year-old dancer, Haga Standingdeer,
said he learned how to dance from his mother
when he was about 3 years old.
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)ut Indians as a people
"I like to dance kinda fast and kinda slow,"
he said.
Although the dancers were the main focus, I
started to wander around to the craft tables set
up around the grounds to find out more about
Indian heritage.
I spoke to Diane Nanticoke from the Six
Nations of Grand River tribe in Ontario. She
travels all summer long selling her homemade
Indian crafts.
She sold mandelas (rings decorated with
feathers and beads, then hung above the bed)
that bring prosperity and good health, along
with dream catchers — large disks with
webbing strung through them — that filter out
bad dreams.
She told me about smudge pots made of
stone that have been hollowed and burn
tobacco. With the smoke, your prayers are sent
into the sky.
Nanticoke explained that her grandmother
had taught her how to make these things on the
reservation when she was 7 years old, and she
has been selling them since she was 16.
Another vendor, Terry Lee Silverchain, not
only sells herbs but educates people about their
healing powers. He also travels to schools to
teach children about his native culture that was
present before Christopher Columbus. t
I met another man, John W. Grant, who
although as a child was not interested in
learning crafts, began to carve stone while in
the armed forces. As we shared a piece of fry
bread (Indian bread made with com and flour),
he told me of how many people he had met

traveling the country selling his craft
Charlene Basye, a 23-year-old from
Greenville, said she came to see the Indian
crafts.
"I think they are really authentic," she said.
Whitewolf, also a tradesperson, said a
primary reason for pow wows is to give Native
Americans a chance to sell their crafts.
Not only were crafts on display, but there
were animals to look at as well.
Earl Schriver has been training wild birds of
prey for more than 51 years. He got his first
hawk when he was 13 and now has 12 different
birds.
He brought with him such birds as a falcon,
a great-horned owl and a golden eagle found
only in Maine. He even hunts with the hawk
and falcon.
"I bought the falcon and the eagle, which
was in captivity for about 20 years before I got
it," he said. "The rest I have taken from nests,
and I have a special falconry permit to do so."
The spirit and pride of these people that
have been often ignored lives on through the
dances, the crafts and the faces of all the people
at the pow wow who were enjoying themselves.
It was easily seen by anyone present, and
especially by those who share a heritage with
the Indians. It gave me insight into the culture
of a people that many of us do not really know,
but who have shaped what our country is today.
Whitewolf said, "I want this pow wow to
show that Indians are people — not heroes, not
bad, just a people who have a different and
beautiful culture."

o
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[pans, in the Spiring
V,

•>

tfook your
reservatiok now.

*Zhere are a
few seats left.

you're invited to apply for a space in the Spring 1996 Semester in Pans.
Call x6419 or come by the Office of international tducation, Paul btreet muse,
for a brochure and application.
Items & Prices Good Through September 30,1995

PLEASE

WED
27

jffl 9

THUR
28

Copyright 1995. The Kroger Co.
„_.„„„
rtems & Prices Good m Harrtsonbury. We reserve the
right to limit quantities. None sold to dealers.

I
Always Good, Always Fresh, Always Kroger.

YOUR TOTAL VALUE LEADER

Split Chicken
Breast

CAFFEINE FREE DIET COKE, SPRITE,

RECYCLE
i

•.*

Piet Coke or
Coca Cola Classic

w

Package At The Regular Pri<

tot One' Of Lesser Or Equal Value

2-Liter

Savear
least 40C
per2-Liter'i

GO FAR
IN THE
AIR FORCE
^ ^fl/lflE^ Learn how far the
^W Wm^ Air force can take
^ft^~ you. If you're a college
5 graduate, you may qualify
for Air Force Officer Training
School. After completing Officer
Training School, you can become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with:
• great starting pay
• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation with pay per
year
• management opportunities
Go far in a career as an Air Force
officer. Call
AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
1-800-423-USAF = S2t i.

U.S. GRADE A
WAMPLER/LONCACRE

This Is not a Buy One Get One Free Item.

IN THE DAIRY CASE

CHOCOLATE MILK j-^-x^ WIY OK G«tOnC

Nestle
Quik

5*8&;
Biscuits—Kxt 12-oz. i

.Quart

toy One Oet One

'ALL VARIETIES PORK

Jimmytom$sr&
Sausage.

.12-1602. Pkg.

1

IN THE DAIRY CASE

r-^v^juy One Oet One

spread—M. BOWI riiiihf
U.S. NO. 1

Russet
Potatoes.
DOUBLE 0

Pink
Salmon

R>

Buy One Get One

flKP

,10-Lb.Bag riiBBi
Save at
'least $2.05,
,14.75-OZ.

toy One Oet One

BUTTON OR SLICED _j—-,

^

Save at ^
least 99t

Cmjbelfs

r

0UV OlM 6ft OlK

2£?' MimroomsJltoi*
Save at
• least J1-49,

Kroger
Salflnes—^

toy One Oet One

FROZEN MOUNTAIN TOPj

Buy One Get One

^ Pumpkin fJs&

RET

,26-oi Pkg.

NATURAL GRAINS /-^-n 6UV Ofto fat One
I HA
y^Save at 7
Lite
*? least $1.19,

Bread—

..,-.*... ....
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A walk through
nature's halls
by Sherri Eisenberg
senior writer
The question on everyone's minds
when they think of the Arboretum is,
"Why is the pond water that awful
teal color?"
Dr. Norlyn Bodkin, director of the
Arboretum and biology professor,
said the strange tint is produced by a
product called Aqua-shade. "It's
really just two different kinds of food
coloring and treatment for the algae,"
he explained.
Without the additive, the water
would be a sickly yellow-brown
color and full of clay. The
construction behind Valley Mall
causes erosion, and the runoff goes
into the pond, he said.
Bodkin confirmed that Aquashade is not at all harmful to the
environment.
According to Holly Miller,
secretary of the Arboretum, the pond
continues to be the home of white
and black fish called Koi.
Bodkin said, "It's not damaging
because it is an inert chemical. In
fact, you could even drink the water
if you wanted to. I'm not
recommending it, but it's not
dangerous."
State laws protect land from
erosion and sedimentation as a result
of construction, according to Bodkin.
"They
{the
construction
companies] are supposed to revegetate. When you disturb the land,

you are responsible for creating
adequate sediment ponds to catch the
runoff or else cover the land with
vegetation," he said. Bodkin said he
thinks the erosion could be controlled
more effectively, adding that
Newman Lake is also affected by
erosion.
He decided to add tinting several
years ago when he was walking
across the front lawn with a couple
that was to be married there the next
day. The groom-to-be joked that the
dirty pond water clashed with the
wedding dress.
He compares the new color of the
water to that of the water in the South
Pacific, particularly around the
Galapagos Islands. "Sure, it's not the
color we want. It's a turquoise, not
the dark blue-green of a deep pond,"
he conceded, "But would you prefer
to have mud?"
Aside from the 15 or so weddings
held there each year, the Botanical
Garden Arboretum Complex, the
Arboretum's official title, serves a
variety of functions. It is used to
teach, to conduct research and for
demonstrations. Picnicking, however,
is discouraged because of cleanup.
"The Arboretum is not a city park,
and it's not intended for the same
purposes. It's supposed to be a place
to enjoy learning as relative to the
plant kingdom," Bodkin said, though
he does make an exception and allow
donor organizations to hold banquets
and parties on the grounds.

As far
as using the
Arboretum for
education, children
in preschool through
grade 12, as well as those at
the college level, receive formal
tours.
More than 40 sections of classes
take guided walks to learn about the
bedding, trees and plants from
Bodkin or the groundskeeper, Dennis
Wetzel, every year. The Arboretum
Techniques class, which teaches how
to take care of the grounds, is offered
through the university for credit.
The Life Science Museum, though
not located on the premises, it often
included on these tours. The Grace
Street museum includes a theatre, a
bird room, a seashell and sea world
exhibit, and an exotic butterfly and
moth display, representing 52
countries and including 5,000
specimens. A reptile room and live
insect zoo are still under
construction.
"We're striving to make it
educational," explained Dr. James
Grimm, biology professor and
coordinator of the museum. "People
should go away having learned

something about life, the
environment and animals. The
exhibits are dynamic and active, not
just storage," he said.
Bodkin attributed the popularity
of their combined presentation to the
fact that "there are more gardeners
than there are football fans," and
nature's appeal to the young and old.
The Arboretum reaches adults
through the more than 60 civic clubs
and community organizations who
tour the grounds every year.
Research possibilities at the
Arboretum expand beyond plants to
subjects involving aspects of nature
as diverse as entomology, taxonomy
and salamanders. Demonstrations are
held year-round. Throughout the
year, there are also guided tours,
slide shows and lectures.
In the spring, there are pruning
workshops, gypsy moth seminars,
wildflower workshops and the "April

Walk" —
a thorough
discussion of
the dozens of
different types of
daffodils that span the
entire complex.
Beyond these three basic
functions, the Arboretum has served
an additional, underlying agenda
since its proposal in 1977.
"If children grow up loving the
outdoors, then when they are adults
they won't abuse the environment.
We're teaching them respect for
Mother Nature," Bodkin said.
To appreciate nature, individual
can find relaxation in the
peacefulness of the Arboretum.
"People.are productive relative to
living in an aesthetic environment,"
Bodkin said. "A lot of serenity can be
acquired there."
The Arboretum is open from
dawn to dusk, when the gates are
closed and the grounds are patrolled.
"I wish that it didn't close at
night — the Arboretum can be a very
romantic place," said graduate
student Will Harris, who, like many
students, regrets not using the facility
more often.

MEAGAN VILSACtUconiributing photographer
ROGER woLLENBERG/^w«Ji»r .,A

One of several bridges in the Arboretum leads to a t^M.

viw from the gazebo at the Abqretum leads down a winding hill where two paths covered by leaves
diverge. Feel free to choose the one less traveled by.
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Selling your achievements
Writing a cover letter
highlights job qualifications
for a prospective employer
by Karen Bogan
senior writer
Cover letters often play a key part in
assisting job hunters to become employees.
They most often give crucial information about
the applicant, including an overview of his or
her qualifications and energy. The cover letter
also serves as an introduction to the allimportant resume\
Cover letters can convey the attitude and
motivation of the applicant. They can either
save the applicant or bring doom.
The purpose of writing a cover letter,
according to Job Choices 1996, is to get
employers to read your enclosed resumd and
grant you an interview.
Nina Stensby-Hurst, assistant director of the

Office of Career Services, said, "A cover letter
should say, 'This is why I'm writing, this is
how I heard about your company, and this is
how I'm qualified.'"
The cover letter is a good place to voice an
objective statement if the applicant chooses not
to include that information on his or her
resumd.
All resumes should be accompanied by a
cover letter, whether it be an application letter,
a prospecting letter or the more off-ihe-beatentrack "Great Letter."
William Banis, author of "The Art of
Writing Job-Search Letters," an article in Job
Choices 1996, described two different types of
cover letters: the application letter and the
prospecting letter.
The application letter should be used in

Name of receiver
Job or title of receiver
Company address
Dear Mr. Smith:
The opening should say what you are applying for and how you
learned of the position. / read about your company's description
in Job Choices and would like to inquire about employment
opportunities in your managing program. I am interested in
management and would appreciate your consideration of me for
thisprogram.
Here you want to convince the employer you are qualified and
motivated to fill the position. Outline your strengths and
achievements.
Suggest an action plan by requesting an interview and say that
you will call at a specific time to discuss a meeting. / know you
are busy, but I would appreciate a few minutes of your time. I will
call you the week of Sept. 25 to discuss a meeting. If you need to
contact me, my number is 555-1234.
I appreciate your time and look forward to talking with you.
Sincerely,

Jane Doe
source: Job Choices 1996
KAREN BKEVlER/stqff artist

focus wittmeet today at 5p.m. in
Anthony-Seeder, rm. 10.

response to specific j«b advertisements or
vacancy announcements.
"Your strategy is to demonstrate that your
qualifications fit the requirements of the
position," Banis said.
He suggested studying the position
description carefully and choosing one or more
themes that show how well you fit the position.
Some themes might be education, experience,
interests or responsibility.
"Link major job dimensions with your
related past performance and experience," he
said.
In deciding what information to include in a
cover letter, Banis said to come to the point.
"Reveal your purpose and interest. Identify the
position and your source of information.
Introduce your themes.
"Outline your strongest qualifications that
match the position requirements based on the
themes you selected. As much as possible,
provide evidence of your related experiences
and accomplishments. Make reference to your
enclosed n*sume\" he said.
Banis said application letter authors should
do their best to convince the employer he or she
has the personal qualities and motivation to
handle the position well.
"Sell yourself," he said.
"Suggest an action plan. Request an
interview, and indicate that you will call during
a specific time period to discuss interview
possibilities.''
Express appreciation to the reader for his or
her time and consideration, Banis wrote.
He also described a prospecting letter, which
should be used to prospect for possible
vacancies in a job-seeker's particular
occupation. Prospecting letters are used often
for long-distance searches.
"Target specific individuals in specific
organizations," he said.
The prospecting letter should be structured
like the application letter, but "instead of using
position information, focus on broader
occupational and/or organizational dimensions
to describe how your qualifications match the
work environment," Banis said.
As in an application letter, a prospective
employee should indicate interest and reveal his
or her source of information, suggest arilaction
plan and express appreciation to the reader.
Banis suggested prospects market
themselves personally.

JOSH NATHANSON/jMjf artist
"Convince the employer that you have the
personal qualities and motivation to contribute
to the organization," he said.
The Princeton Review's How to Survive
Without Your Parents' Money encouraged
applicants write a Great Letter.
"We cannot begin to tell you how important
a Great Letter can be. It can change everything.
It canmake mediocre grades superfluous. It can
makt indifferent work experience irrelevant, h
can^get. you in to see someone who is
impossible to see. The Great Letter is the
beginning of everything," How to Survive
stated.
All employers want to see passion in their
applicants. "A Great Letter conveys your
passion to work for them.
"It should also demonstrate your
intelligence, with just a touch of humor thrown
in for good measure. If you can combine these
three elements in a one-page letter, you are
halfway in the door already," How to Survive
stated.
According to the Princeton Review, a Great
Letter should be laid out in business format,
single spaced, with a line between each
paragraph.
The cover letter, according to How to
Survive, should be "short and snappy, never
contain a typo and never seem mass-produced.
"You may be sending it to fifty people, but it
should read as if this letter could only have
been written to this one prospective employer
about this one job," they wrote.
The authors wrote that all applicants may not
be able to write a Great Letter to every
employer because applicants don't feel
passionate about every job possibility. "You
can't fake passion. They'll know if you try,"
they wrote.
If applicants cannot write Great Letters, they
should write good ones.
"A good letter is the next best thing,"
according to How to Survive. "It conveys all the
same things: your interest in the job, a brief
summary of your credentials, an understanding
of the industry.
"In fact, you may not even know when
you've written a good letter and when you've
written a Great Letter," stated How to Survive.
"But you'll find out when the phone rings."
An actual Great Letter by Jon Hein, a young
screenwriter, is printed in How to Survive
Without Your Parents' Money.

If you re a singCe-parent student,
give %ara a catiat \G729.
rf*_
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[College dating: a new experience
When asked about the dating scene at
JMU, most guys will give you the
standard answer: "It sucks." As an
undergrad, I would have said the same thing.
After having spent two years in the real world, I
would like to change my answer. The dating
scene does not "suck," it is we, the men of
JMU, who "suck."
Men: JMU is a fantasy land. It is not reality.
The fact Is, there are more women here than
you will aver see in your life again. Have you
ever been to a party^nere the ratio is decidedly
in our faw>r? Well.Tnat doesn't happen in real
life. Being at JMU is like trying to get a date in
a women's penitentiary with a fist full of
pardons; there arc plenty of women and not
many have plans.
I lived in a town in Colorado where guys
outnumbered girls 10 to one. You could see the
testosterone in the air like a fog. All the single
men wore a pained expression on their faces
and walked with a slight limp. The bar scene? I
can now shoot pool like Minnesota Fats, and I
drank so much, Mickey Mantle refused my
liver. I saw Trappist monks crack and split
town.
Fine, you say, I'm not going to Colorado.
Perhaps you live in northern Virginia? Forget it.
Men perch about like vultures, looking for the
sick or lame. I found myself hunting in packs
like wolves. Maryland? Single women are so
scarce men hoard them in the winter like
squirrels. Georgetown on a Saturday night?
More steak than a Texas cattle ranch. How do I
know these things? I've returned like Orpheus
from dating hell, and I'm not looking back.
My point is, any woman at JMU will tell you
they are dying to go on a date (just maybe not
with you). And I mean a real date, which
excludes anything involving beer in plastic
cups, large crowds, loud music and late-night
drunken groping, which is, in fact, an accurate

synopsis of one of my last "dates" at JMU. I
know it's much easier this way (and often more
effective?), but there will be a time when you
will regret you didn't take the time to actually
date that girl you scraped off the floor at 2 a.m.
Who knows? She might have had something
more to say than "I don't normally do this."
I know it's hard to grasp, especially when
you are 19 and your hormones are pumping so
hard your eyeballs are yellow. But trust me.
I've seen the future, and it can be ugly. I mean
ugly.- Really. We have all heard of the

Recently my great-grandmother expressed
concern because I have exceeded
"courting age" and become an "old
maid."
I think she was talking about guys.
I told her, that people in college don't date
much. We're all dirt poor, and if we have a
nickel to spare, we won't go spending it on
someone else.
Also, I'm a lot like most of the JMU campus
in that I'm too selfish and afraid of commitment
to devote time to hanging out with some guy

"freshman 15," what you haven't heard about is
the "graduate 20."
The men of JMU have to step up to the
plate. Act now or pay later. There are things to
do here date-wise, cheap things too (prepare to
lose your shirt after college). Find them. You
can't go wrong with cultural activities, even if
you think Tennessee Williams is a brand of
whiskey. They won't know. Food is always
good, too, just stay away from buffets.
Give it a shot. Just hanging out with a sober
woman is a start. Plan an activity, and ask her.
Regret stays with you the rest of your life,
while rejection only shatters your confidence
for about three months. We can live with that.

just because he could be the love of my life.
What if I missed a really fun party with all
my friends because I was having some cheesy
romantic evening with him?
We'd be sitting at dinner, and he would be
going on and on about the hernia operation he
had over the summer.
My mind would be drifting off thinking
about my friends, while he would still be
describing his stitches and scar. I couldn't
waste an evening with someone like that.
Ever since my bittersweet days at Living
Hell Junior High School, I've had this irrational
fear that I'll be on a date with my dream man
and he'll choke on his milk, causing it to spurt

Matt Bondurant

Emily Walker

directly out of his nose.
I'm not sure where 1 got that idea, but once
I had a date with this guy I'll call Mortimer (not
his real name). Mortimer was going through
kind of an awkward stage. He had to wear
headgear at all times, and his head still hadn't
grown into the size of his ears.
Also, it was hard to understand what he was
saying because he usually spoke through this
little wooden dummy .be carried around all the
time.
^-"
He was afraid to open his mouth too wide
because he thought a queen ant might crawl in
and lay eggs, and when they hatched, an army
of baby ants would march out of his nose. It's
eccentric, but admit it, we've ali " >ught about
it.
Anyway, Mortimer and I were watching -a*
television while we ate our milk and cookies. I
was wondering who would make the first move,
Mortimer or the dummy, when Mortimer
started choking.
I found out later that he felt a tickle in his
nostril and thought the ant exodus had begun. I
won't get into the disgusting details, but pretty .
soon his nose looked like the Trevy Fountain in
Italy. 1 was about to give in to the urge to throw
a quarter in when it mercifully stopped.
We were too embarrassed to ever talk to one
another again.
^
Ever since my horrible experience with
Mortimer, I've had a hard time getting close to
anyone. I still haven't found a guy with a
smaller butt than mine.
Although the heartbreak of losing Mortimer
has scarred me for life, at least it's given me an
excuse to stay single.
I may spend my entire life alone and end up
a weird old lady with blue hair and 40 cats, but
for now I don't have to answer to anyone. Sure,
my fear of commitment rules my life, but that's
what gives me my charm.
*i

FULL SET...$25
FILL...$15
AIRBRUSH DESIGN...$5

Hollywood
Nails

Gift certificates Available
MOD. - Sat.
9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sunday
11 a.m. -4 p.m.
Located in Sk\ line Village

The glamorous look
Professional Nail Care
for Ladies & Gentlemen
Appointments
or Walk-ins Welcome

Open 7 I)a> § a Week
2035 E. Market Street, Suite 47
Harrisonburg.VA 22801

703-574-0103
sVA

fottow our traces
Shear Delight
Grooming is moving!

lit IU F«** C4
Visit the Blue Foxx Cafe" for the Best Food In Town!

BUY ONE ENTREE GET 2ND ENTREE FOR $1.00
Offer Available All Week
2061-F Evelyn Byrd Ave. (Behind Valley Mall)
Harrisonburg • (703) 432-3699

Expires 9-30-95
Offer may exclude daily specials

Visit us at our old address and receive...Come see us Oct. 1st
<•••>

$2 off
haircut
exp. 9/18/95

»•

<
at
our
new
location
at
$1 off '
910 N. Liberty St. @o
bath
i_exp_9/18^95, samephone#432.3647
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The Best Way To Save Money On Stuff
(Other Than Borrowing Your Roommate's).
Roommates tend to get weird when you borrow their stuff. (They're funny
/O
like that.) Better to get yourself a MasterCard* card. Then

/Haste
*

SAHttV OLASE*

MusforCcVd

you could use it to buy the things you really want.

And with these College MasterValues* coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until
you get your own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird
enough as it is. MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money!'
JCPenney

<—-i

Optical Center

50% OFF ANY
EYEGLASS FRAME
Save 50% on absolutely every eyeglass frame plui...
bonus discount of 120 on our best lenses. Sale
includes any eyeglass frame in stock when you purchase a complete pair of eyeglasses and use your
MasterCard^Card. Lens discount applies to our best
lenses. See optician for details. Coupon required.
Offer and coupon vahdS/1V95 to 12/31/V5 (>fler valid only on
pur,.ha*e» uutig a MauerCard* Card Surrender
tovpon M nine of purchase Coupon has no caih
value, and nuy not be combined wwh any
coupon. uWount. V*W Ri|(hi pailuge or
I

See opCMUn to* detail.' Void where prohibited

**61rT>rofc**

T W E E O S'
SAVE $10 ON
WOMEN'S APPAREL

• JRTQ1RVED
SAVE UP TO $140

Simplicity, comfort and style... that's Tweeds.
Save on all Tweeds clothing and accessories. Call 1-800-999-7997 and receive a FREE catalog with
our latest styles. Place your order and save $10 on
any purchase of $50 or more when you use your
MasterCard* Card and mention the COLLEGE
MasterValues" offer #C3WA.

Your college nng. from ArtCarved, is a keepsake
you'll always treasure. Save $35 on 10K gold, 170
on UK gold or $140 on IKK gold. Call
1-8OO-952-7O02 for more details. Mention
offer #9501.

Offer vabd 8/15/95 k> 12/31/VS Ofln vabd only
on purcham uung a MasterCard* Card and when
the ( ()l IK 9 ManerVahset* offer «OWA »
mentioned (Ifler void where proh*Mrd, u»rd.
or rettnned (loupon may not be combined
with any other coupon or dmount 5ihi>yg and
handlin|t are e»tra linut one dmount pel pun hue

Offer .did 8/15/94 to I2/JI/95 Offer vabd only on purchases using
a MasterCard* Card and when offer 0950I is
men mined Coupon may not be combined with
any other coupon <«r drtiount Shipping and
handbng are ritra Limn one dncouni per
purchase Some rettnenons apply Void where
prohibited

T I M ■

SAVE $3 OFF A CD

I

Ofln and coupon valad R/IS/VSto I* M ''S Oder
valid only on pun ham uung a Mavtert arJ* Card
Surrender toupon at unie of pun. hate Coupon
has no »aih redernpoon value Orln vuad when
Cihibiied. taxed or retimed Coupon nuy not
cuenhnvd wKh mv other druouni Dmount
nor in exceed |h per coupon (loupon not
vabd
ulemenhandne

tavfrf

GOUIMM

A Division of Sony MUM* Entertainment. In.

SAVE 25%
Save 25% off the regular pnee of the Aerosmith
collection, featuring all the original Columbia
albums. BOX OF FIRE includes a previouslyunreleased. 5-track bonus disc of Aero-rarities and
hard-to-6nd gems including "Subway" "Circle Jerk"
and more! Order now and get 12 CDs for a>89.<W.
Call 1-800-322-3412 and ask for the COLLEGE
MasterValues* Offer, oft* valid* is 95 u i: M'>s offer
valid onh/ on pun ham uong a MaiterCard* Card
rr* . r,—a.
and when the COLUCE IViawerValuei* offer
JJ*^
it mentioned Otfrr nuy not be lorritnned
y' jlBHMuV ^*\
with any utherdihouni Shipping and handbnft (
UffU^f
)
%i 50 per pun hate linut one oWownt per
tA^^^^l*'
purchate Sain rax apptxable Vend where proruhife.1 *&!&>/»&
C I99S A/jilcrCdrJ /nlrmnliKiuf Intorp.vMd

49% OFF A SPECIAL
12-WEEK SUBSCRIPTION

GET ONE VIDEO FREE
WHEN YOU BUY THREE
Video values just for you! Enjoy a full selection of
top-quality videos at discount pnees. All videos
are priced at $9.95 ot less and arc 100% satisfaction
guaranteed. Act now and get one video FREE
when you buy three and use your MasterCard*
Card. Call 1-8O0-551-O262 for your FREE catalog and ask for the COLLEGE MasterValues*
offer tf 1081-5999.
O&t vabd 8/1V9S10 I2/3I/V5 Ogn valid only

Offer valid H 1V« to 12- 3I/V5 Offer vaUd
only on purchases uung a MasterCard* t ard
and when town e key 7SNY it mentioned
t irrul one tubunptton dm mint per person
Void where prohibited

on puulutn uunc J Mjtterflard* (Jrd Mid wdltn
Ac COLLEGE MaotcVJon* din »lua I -SVN ,
n nvmtorhrd IHin iruv nol be(OmbinnJ wifh
any iMhrr din or dWoum Offrt vahd for U S.
rrudmD only Void where prohibited

SAVE 20%
Run into Herman's and save. Take 20% off your
next purchase of regular priced merchandise when
you use your MasterCard* Card. Find everything
you need at Herman's...We Are Sports* Offer
excludes certain merchandise. Coupon Required.
Offer and coupon valid R/15/95 to l2/)|/*4 Offer vahd only on pui> bases utiny a MastertJtd* Card Surrender toupon at time of punruK
(Uler exJudo Crow Watt Plus. Cardw-Obde. all p>H balk. seirn pro
tkih. leket Prime, Wilson. Head. Pro Kei.ne. and Ekltfan racked,
select Nike and Reebok I'mtiRr product. Fib. Teva. Convene 1 I.
An,! 2001 and RoUerhbde loorwear. Team Hmoon merthandue.
hunting and tithing li.rruev equipment service
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Join tor only SIS, instead of the regular $60 annual
membership. Then enjoy FREE lift tickets and saving
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etc., at top resorts East and West. A great gift for
skien/snowboarden. Call 1-800-800-2SKI (2754) to
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developments with The Wall Street Journal. For
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to the nation's leading business publication.
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1-800-348-3555 and please refer to source
key 75NY.
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SAVE 40% ON WINDOWS
WORD PROCESSOR
WordExpress makes it easy to create great looking
reports, term papers, essays and more. Top of the
line feature set, fast and easy to use. Includes professionally designed Resume Templates Only $29.95
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50% OFF FILM PROCESSING
Hold on to the good times and your money, too.
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printing on the first set of prints at MotoPhoto,
when you use your MasterCard* Card. Call
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JMU
by Peter Haggarty
asst. sports editor
PHILADELPHIA — As members of the clergy
packed the stands of Villanova Stadium on
Saturday, it seemed like the Wildcats were
playing with God on their side.
And for the first 54 minutes of the football
game, this was the case.
Villanova University carried a 21-14 lead
well into the fourth quarter and had possession
of the ball deep in JMU territory with a chance
to ice the game.
But junior tailback Anthony Cowsette
fumbled the ball on the JMU 6-yard line with
5:44 remaining to play, and the game began to
slip away from the Wildcats.
The Dukes marched 94 yards in just 2:21 to
tie the game at 21, beginning a strong JMU
comeback which resulted in a 28-27 overtime
victory.
JMU head coach Alex Wood opted not to go
for a game-winning two-point conversion,
which forced the overtime session.
Wood said, "We didn't have the right
personnel on the field to run that type of a play,
so we decided to go with [placekicker John]
Coursey to tie everything at 21."
Coursey, a pre-season Ail-American, was
one of the reasons Villanova head coach Andy
Talley went with the two-point play. Talley said
he didn't want to pit his kicker against Coursey.
The Dukes barely escaped with the win after
Talley decided to go for the two-point
conversion.
"We just couldn't hold up for more than one
overtime, so we just decided we had to go for
it," Talley said.
"We were too beat up at this point and had
nothing left to give as a team," he said.
While the Wildcats didn't dominate the first
half, the defense's coverage of the long-ball
prevented JMU from running passing plays for
deep yardage.
The Wildcats' distrust of its kicking game
seemed to be an overriding theme throughout
the game as they passed up three field-goal
opportunities after sophomore placekicker
Mark Kicfer missed a 31-yard attempt in the
second quarter.
Villanova came back after falling behind 7-0
on a one-yard scramble by senior quarterback
Mike Cawley with 5:46 remaining in the first
quarter.
Cawley's touchdown capped off a slow but
methodical 58-yard drive to the end zone.
The Wildcats quarterback Tom Marchese
bounced back quickly, connecting with wide
receiver Josh Dolbin for a VU touchdown with
2:54 remaining in the first quarter.
Dolbin's diving touchdown catch finished
off a nine-play, 78-yard drive.
'This touchdown made everyone realize that

PHOTOS BY ROGER WOLLENBERG/ptoo editor

Senior quarterback Mike Cawley scrambles for one of his two rushing touchdowns. Cawley threw for a career-high 329 yards and
led the Dukes to close overtime victory against the Wildcats.
we were contenders in this game," Talley said.
"We knew we could take JMU right down to
the wire, and we just had to prove that early in
the game."
Marchese led the Wildcats offense for most
of the first half until he was injured with
bruised ribs, which sidelined the veteran
quarterback for the duration of the game.
Inexperienced sophomore quarterback Clint
Park was forced to take over late in the second
quarter. Park came in and led the Wildcats after
a slow start.
"I was a little bit tentative coming into the
game but began to loosen up after a few key
plays," Park said.
Talley said, 'Clint is not a strong practice
player, but I knew he was a game player, so I
felt confident he would perform."
Although JMU responded in the second
quarter to match Villanova's TD with a 97-yard
touchdown drive of their own, the Wildcats still
seemed in control. Villanova's defense
continually flushed Cawley out of the pocket,
forcing him to rely on his running game.
Cawley finished the day with 48 yards
rushing and threw for a career-high 329 yards.
Cawley's effectiveness as a passer and
scrambler started to break down a bewildered

Senior quarterback Tom Marchese releases the ball in second-quarter action, while
senior linebackers David Quattlebaum and Alonzo Bowler look for the sack.
Marchese was Injured on this play.

VU defense late in the game.
Cawley hooked up with junior wide receiver
Talley said, "We controlled the pace of the MaceyBrooks for a 53-yard play. Junior
game well into the fourth quarter, which makes tailback D'Artagnan Townes finished the series
this an especially disappointing loss for our with a four-yard run around the right end.
team."
i
Wood said, "Although we didn't have much
Dolbin brought the Wildcats back into the of a running game today, Cawley's play
game late in the second quarter on a 35-yard brought us back into the game throughout the touchdown pass from Park.
game."
Both defenses came into the second half
Wood attributed the unsuccessful running
fired up. Neither defense would budge as both game to a shallow backfield that went without
teams went scoreless in the third, a period the services of junior tailback Kelvin Jeter, who
plagued by penalties and lackluster offensive didn't make the trip due to a hip pointer.
efforts.
JMU scored on its first attempt in the
The VU defense had Cawley scrambling for overtime period on a 17-yard touchdown strike
most of the quarter, giving him little room for from Cawley to Jones.
the running game.
But VU came right back in overtime, and
Cawley said, "Their defense knew I was scored on a three-yard scramble by Park. Talley
staying about seven yards back from the center, decided to go for the two-point conversion to
so they were just kicking up their heels and give them the win.
coming for me."
Park's pass into the end zone was batted
The Dukes' one offensive spurt in the third down by senior linebacker DeVinchi Arnold.
quarter saw the team advance 28 yards on four Arnold's play ended the roller-coaster game,
plays but was halted by junior cornerback Kyle giving JMU a 3-1 record.
Helton, who intercepted a pass intended for
The Dukes face Yankee Conference cellarjunior wide receiver Jay Jones.
dwellers University of Maine on Sept. 30, at
Helton said, "We knew we had to watch for Maine.
the long-ball today, so we stayed in zone
"We are would like to go up to Maine and
coverage. I just happened to be there at the right return with a 4-1 record," Wood said.
time."
7 —
28
VU decided to go for the first down on a JMU
VILLANOVA
6 27
fourth-and-17 at the JMU 30-yard line. Senior
cornerback Quincy Waller intercepted a pass
FIRST QUARTER
intended for Dolbin in the end zone for a JMU — Cawley 11 run (Coursey kick), 5:46
VU r— Dolbin 33 pass from Marchese (Kiefcr kick),
touchback.
Cowsettc's third-quarter rushing efforts 2:54
SECOND QUARTER
provided the only excitement in the half. He
rushed 14 yards on four carries on VU's final JMU —Cawley I run (Coursey kick), 10:30
VU — Dolbin 35 pass from Park (Kiefer Idcl I 3:21
drive of the quarter.
FOURTH QUARTER
Cowsette dove over JMU's defensive
VU
—
Cowsette
run (Kiefer kick), 14:34
lineman to give the Wildcats a 21-14 lead and JMU — Townes 4 2ran
(Coursey kick). 3:03
control of the game with 14:34 remaining in
OVERTIME
regulation.
JMU — Jones 17 pass from Cawley (Courscv i ick)
The fourth quarter seemed to be a kicking VU — Park 3 run (pass failed)
exhibition, as both teams punted on their
ensuing scries, but the Wildcats bounced back
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
by driving all the way to the JMU 10-yard line.
RUSHING —JMU, Miles 14-52, Cawley 14-48,
JMU freshman defensive end Derrick Ball Townes 4-9. VU, Cowsette 19-118, Golemi 15-81,
ended Villanova's hopes of securing the game Park 15-27, Dennis 5-16. Marchese H-l). 1
in regulation by recovering Cowsette's fumble PASSING —JMU, Cawley 23-43-1 329. VI .1'.irk
11-21-2 130. Marchese 2-6-0 39.
at the 6-yard line with 5:44 in regulation, RECEIVING
—JMU, Jones 9-160, Brooks 2-70,
initiating JMU's game-tying drive.
Dorsey 4-35, Brown 2-41, Woolever 1-18. Townes 2"Anthony played very well and made several 9, Roberts 1-2. VU. Dolbin 4-87, Golemi 2-30.
crucial runs for us," Talley said. "But if he is Fmneran 1-22, Cowsette 1-10. Hunt 2-8, Dennis 1-6,
going to be our go-to guy, he needs to learn to Carter 1-5, White 1-1.
MISSED FIELD GOALS — VU. Kiefer 31.
hold on to the ball."
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Harrisonburg's New Music Venue

SKYDIVE"!

DRICUEZ

MEXICAN RESTAURANT
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with the slcydivers at SKYDIVE ORANGE which has the area's
best student safety record and most experienced instructors.

One day STATIC LINE,
TANDEM, OR AFF first
jumps, and a staff
dedicated to keeping you
and your fellow JMU
students skydiving.

Call and ask for a
brochure including JMU
Student Discounts.
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located conveniently
%:vi^

(540) 942-3871
The J in Mary "Band

T
Easier 1987, Age 5

Eastei'1988. Age 6

Easier 1989. Age 7

8 to 1a.m.
Sept. 27th

chEapBeVeraGes/
18 & over admitted
i

ST HAVE
PER I.D.

Lorien Lea Denham.

Killed by a dnink driver on Good Friday, March 29,1991, at
College Park Dnvc and Hwv. 19 North m Meridian. Miss.

S3 Cover

If you don't stop your fnend from dnvingdrunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

■

Stand out in the crowd!

Info: 433-5194

sponsored by: T. Dl RAND

It's comin
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Get REAL work experience now\
The Breeze is hiring an Account Executive
for the 1995-'96 school year. All majors
welcome to apply. Experience in sales is
a plus. This is a paid position.
Please send cover letters and resumes
to Cheryl Floyd, Office Manager
The Breeze,

Anthony-Seeger Hall.
EOE

DEADLINE: TODAY 5 p.m.!

For more information
on advertising in the
restaurant guide, please
call 568-6127.
The .deadline for the restaurant guide
is Friday, September 29 at 5 p.m.
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Dukes buck the Broncs 6-1, stay undefeated
Senior midfielder Nathan Fairchild scores three goals as JMU improves its record to 9-0
by Scott Graham
contributing writer
The JMU men's soccer team is
right where it wants to be for next
week's contests with nationallyranked opponents Univeriity of
Maryland and George Mason
University — undefeated and making
the most of its opportunities.
Led by senior co-captain Nathan
Fairchild's three goals, the Dukes
improved their record to 9-0
Saturday by defeating Rider
University 6-1 at Reservoir Street
Field.
"I haven't had that many goals in
a game in a long time," Fairchild
said.
The Dukes took control of the
game from the outset with Fairchild's
first goal coming 34 seconds into the
match. Fairchild collected the ball in
midfield and passed it to freshman
midfielder Kevin Knight, who passed
it back to Fairchild as he was cutting
toward the goal. Fairchild then
dribbled between two Rider
defenders and slotted the ball past the
outstretched arms of Broncs'
goalkeeper Mike Brennan.
Although the Dukes had a 1-0
lead, the next 25 minutes of the
match were filled with JMU mental
lapses and Rider incompetencies.
The Broncs had several
opportunities to tie the game as the
JMU defenders tried to organize
themselves and establish a rhythm of
play. In the 15th minute, Dukes
junior goalkeeper Barry Purcell was
forced to make a save when his
defense broke down and allowed a
Rider forward to take a shot eight
yards out from the goal.
"We had a sense of complacency
in the first half," JMU head coach
Tom Martin said.
The Dukes regained their

KYLE BVSS/staff photographer
Sophomore Geoff Honeysett fakes a Ride/ defenseman during Saturday's game at Reservoir Street Field.
He scored the second of six JMU goals and assisted a goal scored by sophomore Jake Edwards.
composure and increased their
intensity to reassume control of the
game in the 28th minute. Sophomore
forward Geoff Honeysett headed the
ball into the goal after it rebounded
off the goal post from a shot by
junior midfielder Sipi Savolainen.
"I thought Sipi's shot was in,"
Honeysett said, "but I guess I got the
benefit of the doubt being at the right
place at the right time."
The Dukes went to halftime with a
2-0 lead, but Martin said he was still
bothered by the first-half rut his team
experienced.
"Sometimes you can score too
early," Martin said. 'Then the kids
start to think the game is over. Thank

goodness their kids didn't finish their
opportunities or it would've been 2-2
at halftime."
Martin said the halftime message
for his team was to turn up the
intensity and get aggressive, and
Fairchild was one player who must
have been paying attention to his
coach.
In the 48th minute, Fairchild
scored his second goal of the game
when he collected the ball at the top
of the penalty box, dribbled his way
to the left corner of the six-yard box
and shot it past the right foot of the
Rider goalkeeper.
"Nate [Fairchild] really got us
going," Martin said. "He picked up

with a couple good tackles and some
good goals. He picked up our whole
level."
Thirteen minutes later, sophomore
forward Jake Edwards scored when
Honeysett redirected a free-kick
taken by senior defender Danny
Ensley by heading it down in front of
the goal, allowing Edwards to volley
the ball past the goalkeeper.
In the 70th minute, Fairchild
struck again. Seizing an opportunity
for his third goal, he took a pass from
junior midfielder Jari Takatalo, who
had escaped two Rider defenders,
and drilled a 25-yard shot past
Rider's substitute goalkeeper Bob
Doyle.

Although Fairchild seemed
excited about his performance, he
kept his personal success in
perspective.
"I really .can't explain it."
Fairchild said. "Someone needed to
just step dp, and today it was me. It
seems like\each day it is someone
different frorrrjfjiis team."
The Dukes concluded their
scoring in the 86th minute when
junior midfielder Dave Mason took a
shot that deflected off a Rider
defender to sophomore midfielder
Mike Heffelfinger, who volleyed the
ball into the Rider goal.
Rider scored its only goal in the
83rd minute on a penalty kick by
midfielder James Harvey. As the_
JMU fans cheered for DukeJ"
substitute goalkeeper Eric Hymowitz
to make the save and ensure free
Domino's bread sticks for the
shutout. Harvey calmly placed the
ball past Hymowitz and into the
upper right comer of the goal.
The Dukes outshot the Broncs 226 for the game, while Purcell was
credited with four saves and
Hymowitz with one.
The Rider goalkeepers combined
for 10 saves.
The Dukes will next play at the
University of Maryland on Sept. 27
and at George Mason University on
Sept. 30. The Dukes are entering the
toughest part of their season with the
remaining games to be played against
nationally ranked teams and Colonial
Athletic Association rivals.
"The rest of the way, there's
probably nobody in the country who
has a harder schedule than we do
other than the ACC [Atlantic Coair •
Conference] (earns," Martin said.
"From now on it's a war."
The Dukes' next home battle will
be Oct. 4, when they host American
University.

Field hockey blanks Maine 3-0 for seventh straight
Maine picked up the pace in the second half
and began a more intense offensive attack. The
contributing writer
Black Bears' offensive surges came up short
several times, and JMU was able to push the
The JMU field hockey team continued its
winning ways as it shut out unranked ball back up field.
Both teams continued to have problems with
University of Maine 3-0 Sunday at Bridgeforth
Stadium. The win was the Dukes' seventh fundamental plays and skills, making this a
consecutive victory and upped the team's game of errors and missed opportunities. The
Dukes were unable to capitalize on seven
record to 9-1 on the season.
Despite the comfortable margin, the second- corner plays.
"The conditions we,re a factor but not an
ranked Dukes did not play like the
.._ excuse,"
senior
championship team of
midfielder Carole
last year.
".
Thate said. "We were
"This was probably
not playing as well as
the worst game that
we are capable of." %we have played all
Sloppy defense
season," head coach
ts by the Black Bears
Christy Morgan said.
allowed sophomore
"We did not play up
forward
Dianne
to our potential and it
Christy Morgan Cegielski to score
showed."
field hockey head coach when
her
shot
Inclement weather
trickled past Botette
caused problems for ^^———^——
at the 13:30 mark of the second half to double
both teams with ball control and placement.
Both the Dukes and Black Bears made several the Dukes' lead.
Thate scored the final goal of the game for
mistakes on otherwise easy shots and corner
JMU on a penalty shot with 12 seconds
plays, but JMU managed to pull out the victory.
The first half began with the Dukes in remaining. She took advantage of a one-on-one
constant attack of the Black Bear goal. Maine opportunity, giving the Dukes an
defenders were overwhelmed by the speed of insurmountable lead.
"We managed to pull out the 3-0 win, which
the Dukes, yet still managed to contain their
says a lot about these players," said Morgan.
offensive attack.
JMU was able to score at the 16:24 mark in "But now the real work begins as we try to get
the first half after a series of missed comer-play back the enthusiasm and drive that-we need."
Next up for JMU is 16th-ranked Penn State
attempts. Freshman midfielder Nicole Gaudette
University, where the Dukes will travel to take
capitalized on the missed attempts and shot the
on the Nittany Lions Sept. 29.
ball past the rattled Maine goalie, Cindy Botett.

by Sonal Dutt

We managed to pull out
the 3-0 win, which says a
lot about these players.

IAN GRAHAM/'staff photographer
Senior Carole Thate (16) is congratulated by her teammates after scoring on a
penalty shot late In Sundays game. The goal sealed a 3-0 victory for the Dukes.
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Dukes impress in first outing of season
by Steve Troutcontributing writer
Sunday's rain could not prevent the women's
tennis team from successfully opening its 1995
season at the fifth-annual JMU Invitational
Tournament.
The tournament's field, which included
Davidson College, Virginia Tech. Old Dominion
University, Penn State University, American
University, George Mason University,
Washington & Lee and JMU convened in
Harrisonburg on Friday for the three-day event.
Each team brought its top eight singles
players as well as its top four doubles partners.
Corresponding seeds^ere randomly paired to
form eight singles brackets and four doubles
brackets.
Preliminary rounds, quarterfinals and
semifinals were played Friday and Saturday. The
finals, forced indoors due to inclement weather,
were held Sunday at Valley Wellness Center.
JMU had a solid showing in the early rounds
as they landed spots in six of 12 finals matches.
"They've [the girls] been working really
hard," head coach Maria Malerba said.
Junior Tory Schroeder, JMU's No. 1 seed,
faced ODU's top hitter Tzipora Obziler in
Sunday's final. Schroeder fell short in her effort
against Obziler, losing in straight sets 6-1,6-0.
"She is one of the best girls I hale ever
played," Schroeder said. "I didn't expect her to
be that good."
Despite the loss, Schroeder was not upset.
"I'm pretty pleased with my game. It is
already a lot better than last year," Schroeder
said.
To get to the finals, Schroeder defeated
Natalia Garcia of W&L 6-2, 6-3 in the
quarterfinals and handled Jen Lamport of VT in
the semifinals 6-2,6-3 to advance.
In the flight three singles' bracket, senior
Meredith Jamieson made a strong showing. She
was the only JMU singles player to win a finals

match, coming from behind to defeat Kim
BolducofPSU3-6,6-1.6-l.
Sophomore Jaime Marlowe also stood out for
the Dukes. Ranked sixth for JMU, she only lost
two games in early round play.
On her way to the finals, Marlowe defeated
Kerri Gordon of American 6-0, 6-1 and cruised
past Kristin Levner of Davidson 6-1,6-0.
In the finals, Marlowe was defeated by Clara
Marks of Davidson 6-2,6-4. But she was pleased
with her this weekend.
"I am excited. I'm playing well this^ufer, and
I'm hitting the ball well," Marlowe said.
Marlowe and her doubles partner, sophomore
Dawn Jessen, faced their biggest challenge less
than 24 hours prior to Marlowe's singles' final.
In their semifinals match, Marlowe and Jassen
defeated the duo from Old Dominion in a thriller
that came down to a tie-break. The JMU pair
took the match 9-8 in a pro set.
"It was a tough match last night [Saturday]
but we've been conditioning a lot, so we weren't
tired," Marlowe said.
Due to the limited availability of indoor
courts, the doubles finals were delayed and the
results were not complete at press time
The Fall Kickoff is the Dukes' first
tournament of the season, and Malerba is already
pleased with the play of the squad*.
"Being the first match of the year, they are at
or beyond where I expected them to be," she
said.
The team agreed with their coach and has its
eyes set on the future.
"Last year I was nervous. This year I have a
lot more confidence because I have been there
before. It's really only one match out of an entire
season," Marlowe said.
The Dukes next travel to Blacksburg to
participate in the Virginia Tech Invitational Oct.
6-8. JMU will then have a week to get ready for
the Intercollegiate Tennis Association East
Region Tournament, which will be held Oct. 14
at Princeton University.
\

DEREK ROGEKS/contributing photographer
Senior Meredith Jamieson colls back prior to unloading a shot during Sunday's
finals match in the flight three singles bracket of the JMU Invitational Tournament.
She defeated Kim Bolduc of Penn State 3-6, 6-1, 6-1.
J

Soccez
Fn:u) IIOCKKY
Dukes take Cavaliers in double
overtime, 3-2
JMU dominated the two overtime
periods, enabling it to defeat fifth-ranked
University of Virginia on Wednesday, 3-2.
The second-ranked Dukes outshot the
Cavaliers 14-8, compiling eight of those in
the overtime periods.
UVa. scored first, but JMU answered
with a goal by senior Jen Wilds, assisted
by Kelly Krieger on a penalty-corner play.
JMU took the lead in the second period
when junior forward Kelly McDonald
rebounded a shot off of the UVa.
goalkeeper and scored from six yards out.
With 3:07 left in regulation, JMU saw its
lead vanish when UVa. freshman Meridith
Thorpe scored on a penalty-corner, tying
the game. Neither team scored again in
regulation, thus forcing overtime.
The first overtime went scoreless, but 4
1/2 minutes into the second overtime
session senior Carole Thate scored an
unassisted goal, ending the game and
giving JMU the victory.
On Saturday, JMU defeated CAA
opponent William & Mary 3-0, upping its
conference record to a perfect 4-0.
Thate scored twice and assisted on the
Dukes' other goal against the twentiethranked Tribe, who lost their first CAA
contest.
Thate scored the Dukes' first goal, 9 1/2
minutes into the game, off an assist from
- "*i

junior Jen Wilds. With five minutes left in
the first period, she passed to McDonald,
who scored to end the half. Thate's second
goal came late in the second half,
unnasisted.
The Dukes improved to 8-1 on the year,
winning their sixth consecutive game.

CROSS COIMRV
JMU men and women place at
VMI and GMU invitational*
The JMU men's cross country team
finished third overall at the Virginia
Military Institute Cross Country
Invitational on Saturday.
The Dukes finished well ahead of the
three teams behind them in the seven-team
field. Sophomore C.J. Keller was the
highest-placing runner for the Dukes,
finishing 10th. JMU had seven runners
finish in the top 20.
The women's team finished seventh
overall at the George Mason Cross
Country Invitational Saturday, out of 13
teams.
JMU's highest finisher in the 5,000m
cross country run was Kelly Rector, who
had a time of 20:15. Rector placed 48th.

BASEBAIJ
Baseball Tryouts
Baseball tryouts will be held from 2:30
-4:30 p.m. on Sept. 25 and 26 at Long
Field/Mauck Stadium. For more
information, stop by the baseball offices
located in Godwin Hath • •

- m^u

STATISTICS

Men (9-0, 2-0)

GP-GS

PQS

GOAIS

ASSTS

Patrick McSorley
Geoff Honey sett
Nathan Fairchi Id
JariTakatalo
Sipi Savolainen
Kevin Knight
David Clarke
Kosta Bournelis
Danny Ensley
Jake Edwards
Trevor Hirst
Mike Brizendine
Mike Heffelfinger
Mark Miles
SethCoker
Paul Johnston

9-9
9-9
9-9
9-5
9-9
9-9
9-9
8-0
9-9
2-0
9-7
9-0
4-0
6-6
7-5
6-0

M,F
F
M
F
M
MJ)
M
M
D
F
F,M
F
M
M,D
D
M

8
6
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
2
0
1
1
1
0
0

3
2
2
3
4
3
1
3
3
0
4
0
0
0
2
1

GQAIKEEPING

fifcfiS

ME

SAVES

G-A

9-9
2-0
2-0

783:21
40:40
15:59

25
2
1

4
1
0

PQS

GOALS

F
F.M
F
M
M
M.F
F.M
M,D
D
M.D
F.M
D
D
D
M
F,M

4
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

QP-GS

MP

SAVES

G-A

8-7
3-1

613:00
167:00

41
5

17
2

Barry Purcell
Eric Hymowitz
Mike Smith

Women (4-4,1-Q) GP-GS
Ashley Williamson
Therese Wolden
Tasha Ellis
Samantha Andersen
Aimce Vaughan
Heather Selvitelle
StaceyTourtellotte
Kristi Palmaccio
JenCuesta
Lauren Stritzl
Tracey Harriott
Britta Connolly
Amanda Crall
Rebecca Lisack
Jessica Williams
LisaCioffi

QQALKEEPING
Stacey Bilodeau
BethManghi

.

8-8
7-0
7-1
8-8
8-8
8-7
8-5
8-8
8-8
7-5
6-2
3-0
4-3
7-7
1-0
8-7

SAT.
HS

fiW

19
2
14
3
10
0
9
0
8
1
7
0
5
0
5
1
5
1
4
0
4
0
2
0
2
0
2
1
2
0
10

G-AAVG, SHQ
0.45
119
0.00

4/4
0/0
0/0

ASSIS

OS

SW

1
1
0
4
3
2
2
1
2
1
0
1
1
1
1
0

9
9
8
8
7
6
6
5
4
3
2

0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

i1
1
0

G-AAVG.
2.49
1.08

SHO
0/1
0/1
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COMICS
1

2

■

3

u

16
21

1
21

■11

5

35

40

1

"

■

•i

1 '

■

_

91

I

(2

110

■ kefl

39

44

«5

46

40

■

1
51

M

1

|
¥

"

37 Related
38 Brick ol clay and
straw
40 Woodsmen's
group?
44 Pal
47 Boone. briefly
48 Lunchtimes
49 Large quantities
50 Cheat
51 Belore
52 Cubic meter
54 Osseous
55 Acting
profession
56 Saarinen
57 Animals
collectively
59 Makes amends
60 Letter-perfect
group?

66 Emotional
outburst
67 Staff signs
68 Submerge
69 Extrinsic
70 Lover ol Galatea
71 This can be a pet
73 Cruise
76 VIPs
77 Baby buggy
78 Abdul ol song
80 Branches
61 Very long lime
82 Foyer group?
86 Really try lo see
87 Communications
codeword
88 Divisions ol a long
poem
89 Marshal
91 OSSIollower

92 On — and a
prayer
94 Procrastinating
group?
101 Ballistic missile
102 Piudock's creator
103 Author of The
Cloister and the
Hearth"
104 Tushingham
106 - fixe
107 — Haute
108 Tngonomelric
(unctions
109 Prevent
110 Guns the
motor
111 Deliver
112 Rather and
Rowan
113 Ovine

SS

»
71
7t

72

73

78

" 75

90
94

1"

17

HU

1'

01
96

96

97

93

OS

99

1■ 1■ 1
102

103

107

108

111

|
104

100

■

W

109

112

■ 113

1 Garfunkel
2 Calabria cash
3 Sale condition
phrase
4 Treacherous
person
6 Assert ones
right to
6 King mackerels
7 Davis' "Yes —T
6 Theseus' helper
9 Author ol
"Buddenbrooks"
10 '—o'clock
scholar
11 Idol
12 Ingredient ol
chewing gum
13 Storms
14 U.S. painter.

IMn

15 Disarrange
17 Relating lo the
summer

19 ■— Wood- (Da/***
.53 Walked on
Kaye movie)A
64 Future flowers
21 Dazes
/
9» McQueen
28 USA word: lbbr
56 Kefauver
29 Charity evinu
57 Expressions of
30 Arrests
disgust
34 Marquis de—
58 TV alien
35 Construction item
59 Tel —
36 Solitary
60 '— in the Crowd"
37 "He makes no
61 Primitive: prel.
friend who never
62 Edible bulb
made—'
63 Altman's *— and
(Tennyson) a
.Mrs. Miller
38 Like some music
64 Out on —
39 Say it isn't so
. (exposed to
41 Like —the family
danger)
42 Inlavorof »*.
i 65 Coal
43 PavingbtockmJ *70 fchris — Presley
44 American diplonSl
71'lisecl stage
Silas
^ l^pOTJame in rock
45 Horatio —
^3 Discrimination
46 Glorify
74 Melville'opus
50 Accumulate
75 Young lady
52 American saint
77 One-acter

76
79
80
82
83
64
85
86
89
90
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
105

Viral disease
Business matters
Imposters
Inland sea
Raced a pleasure
boat
Intense cold
Zest
Covets
Stage whisper
Address lor a
clergyman: abbr.
Yoga exercise
posture
Ream
Muslim prince
Cheers, in
Barcelona
Discharge
Maize
Diplomat Whitelaw
Liturgy of a church
Pack
Simian

25

•■

w

l «

»
•

c

■

L

1
0

«

DOWN
69

13

OS

ACROSS
1 Cart* leader
4 701
8 Chinese
nurse
12 Slutl
16 React lo yeast
<8 Smart guy?
20 Deserves
22 Own
23 Speaker
24 Thermoplastic
reain
25 Sluggish
26 Musical Bud
27 Depot group?
31 Mosque prayer
leaders
32 Roller
33 — -walsy
34 — screen (motion
pictures)

"

»4

10*

15

30

38

■

Ir
■

14

22

43

14

n

21

13

"

42

S3

69
76

|

33

S3

•2

66

12

11

26

■ 41

■

10

■
41

51

101

1

a
'
,

21

36

47

90

I

7

10

m
U4

1

'
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Here On Planet Earth\5co« Trobaugb

Night Life \Mario Nozzarella
SO, v^ERE PO WE
Go FRpt*\ HERE?r

I toJcu A
QhJjqib STREET.

THfWs
W^T

HOT QUTTE

i

ry\Ef\\jT.

i.:.'.
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- -Otter's Tricks & Tlps\Josh Nathanson
TWc^s^G-How TO fciiMc m, B»oiTLt (jut ^U&WWAlO Jb
SUPI--ft>U_ ItJTo
Locf\L SMPot4.

Trit

f

5: TV\E BoTTorA
of "Wt
feoTrLt SMOULO
NoVJ ?»f oTr
II irt * NATT?

J>7

C

• atari »^uk

Verisimilitude \Brent Coulson
Hcpatica\Mike Earls
I Josr BOUGHT A {W of
Ntw A//*r£ ,4/K. Hooo
TuRftO RUS BASKiTBflUSHOCS. J

THE

THEY HELP ioo Run FuttX., JUMP HISKIK, AND
T»IK; HAKDCR THAN NDIM»L. THE ONLY THING
THEY EOWr HetP WITH
.f*

cm

IS

PL*T1M6 6ASKET6AU..

]~

Way 4o <w,,s*v»ia.it
takes <x W of skill
to krealt my u*nJoJ —

Calvin and HobbesMtfff W7artersow
*

1 HEED *Wft
HELP. H068tS

OWWSLV 1 NEEO \ ILL M» MORE
A, COOLER LETTEWEAD ) LANCE-TOTtNS
LOGO.
V TIGERS MKuND
THE CALNIN
SHIELD.

WHAT'S THE
PROBLEM?

11

I'M SORRY, OG, BUT THIS
RELATIONSHIP JUST ISN'T EVOLVIU&
THE WAY I THOUGHT IT WOULD."
Close to Home\Jobn McPberson
*<1&/r}<w

Coot 106 £

2-IIO
VACUUM
CLeAtftf

Ol«ijWwlfcW«noiOw »l»»«tf hit«««1

"Nuts! I think we're going to
need an adapter for this."

9-??

dr/Sg^r
"Okee-dokel Let's just double-check. We're 130
feet up and we've got 45 yards of bungee cord,
that's uh ... 90 feet. Allow for 30 feet of stretching,
- - that gives us a total of,.. \ 20 feet. Perfect!"

O 'WS JOT." torPh-icvtbB by Uf^m' Pr«l f..-*CJ» 9"2S

hope you don't already have one of these!'

_

.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
For rent - Sqelra Hill, $177/mo.
Available December 17,1995. 4345169
Room for rent - 8 mln. walking
distance from campus. Questions,
call Irena or Sally. 433-3896.
Parent's weekend - Massenuttan
timeshare resort condo. Oct. 6-i3.
2 BR, 2 bath, fully stocked, sleeps
4-6, $750/obo. Call Steve.
(540)5740411.
One private BR In 7BR house Available now. 432-3979

FOR SALE
Home brewing kits - Literature,
malts, hops, grains, yeasts. 432
6799
'95 Kawasaki zx-6 - Red, low
mileage, beautiful bike. Contact
Dave. 432-1929.
1990 Ceo Metro - Good condition.
50,000 ml. Reduced. $2,975. 8335410
1992 Cannondale - Good
condition, needs new rear deraiier,
$350/000. 434-4393
Black Sorrento Spirit Diamond
Back with a front shock. It's 3 mo.
ok) & In excellent condition. Asking
$260. Contact Jon, 564-2687.
For sate - Macintosh SE upgraded,
4 MB RAM. 120 MB hard disk,
system 7.0 operating system.
Hewlett-Packard b&w printer, extra
word processing, database &
spreadsheet software. $800;
Macintosh Classic II, 4 MB RAM,
120 MB hard disk, system 7.0
operating system, Hewlett-Packard
b&w printer, extra word processing,
database A spreadsheet software,
$800. Call 289*997.

Tutors needed - Tutors needed In
all areas. Please stop by the
Counseling & Student Development
Center, Alumnae Hall. Room 208
Earn $2,500 A free Spring Break
^
for
an application.
tripsl Sell 8 trips & go freel Beit
trips & prices! Bahamas, Cancun,
Account Executive needed at
Jamaica. Florldal Spring Break
The Breeze. The position is paid
Travell (800)6786386
and looks great on a resume! To
apply, please send cover letter
$1,780 weekly possible - Mailing
and resume to
our circulars. For info call (202)393Cheryl Floyd, Office Manager
7723.
The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Alaska employment - Fishing
industry. Earn up to $3,000by 5 p.m. TODAYI
$6,000+/mo. Room & board!
, Transportation! Male/Female. No
$950 Fundraiser guaranteed - Your
experience necessary! (206)545frat, sorority, club or group can
4155 XA53251
make at least $950 this term. Just

HELP WANTED

Cruise strips now hiring - Earn up
to $2,000+/mo. working on cruise
ships or land-tour companies. Work)
travel. Seasonal & full-time
employment
available.
No
experience necessary. For more Info
call (206)6340468 XC53251.
Waitresses needed at teas' LunchShort order cooks needed at Jess'
Lunch, Both apply in person only at
22 S. Main St.
The Depot arid - Is looking for a
few good cooks. Above average
wages, flexible hours, part-time or
full-time. Apply 4-6p.m. dally at
Staunton Station, 42 Middlebrook
Ave.
Attention - Excellent income for
home assembly work. Info.
(540)646-1700. Dept. VA-4806.
Mr. QatU's needs delivery driven Earning potential up to $10/hr.
Flexible hours, need your own car.
Interested? Contact Ben at 4330606.
Representatives
needed
Tremendous financial opportunity
for business-minded students! 4321514

sponsor a promotion on campus on
4 different occassions. It's easy,
fun & free. Call (800)950-1037,
x25.
Gymnastics Officials needed - To
judge local high school gymnasts.
Informational meeting will be Wed.,
September 27 at 6:30 p.m. In
Godwin 341. Inquiries can also be
made, call 828-3491.

SERVICES
National DJ Connection - Melrose
parties, formals. 10,000+ songs,
Karaoke. 4330360
Freshmen - Bring your car to
campus, off-campus parking next to
JMU. Limited spaces available. Call
433-2126 after 5 p.m.
Student Canoe Special - $25 w/
student ID all day, Shenandoah
River Outfitters in Luray. (703) 74 J
4159.

BANNED BOOK WEEK
September 25-30,1995
Stop by the JMU Bookstore and
take a look at the many famous
books that have been banned over
the years) And remember, reading
Is not Just a prlvfege, It's a right

NOTICE
For more Information and
assistance regarding the
Investigation of financing business
opportunities & work-at-home
opportunities, contact the
Better Business Bureau Inc.,
at (703)342-3481.
Classic Touch Invites students to
stop by Monday-Wednesday for
special rate on haircuts. 564-0212
UNIVERSITY HAIRSTYLIST
JMU S CLOSEST SALON
Bobido enmpus. behind Kinko s
STUDENT CUTS S8 50
Tan S2.00

433-9533
Free financial aWI Over $6 billion In
private' stttor grants & scholarships
is now dwarWbie. All students arm
eligible regardless of grades,
income, or parent's Income. Let us
help. Call Student Financial
Services. (800)2636495 xF53251.
Child Care - Ages 3-6. Faculty
reference, activities, meals, Early
Childhood Certified. 15 years
experience. 'Ms" Connie. 4333697.

SPRING BREAK
Spring Breakl Travel free with
SunSplash
Tours.
Highest
commissions paid, at lowest prices.
Campus representatives wanted to
sell reliable tours. Jamaica.
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona,
Panama City and Padre. (800)4267710
Campus reps needed - Earn money
& free travel selling spring break to
Cancun, Bahamas & Florida. Call
(800)7000790.

i i .n
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WANTED
Hockey Officials! Sigrvup In Warren
303. For more Info, contact
University Recreation Intramural
Office, X3940,

PERSONALS
Bring this ad to The Studio - And
get $3 off any hair service. Call
434-8188 for an appointment.
Congratulations to the
Alpha Kappa Psl
Kappa Pledge Class:
Candi Brown
Christie Duty
Ben Edgell
Astrid Edinger
Jessie Lewis
Dana Muscaro
Crlstlna Suarez
Brian Thomas
Larry Topper
Alicia Weir
Matt Wieand
Matasha Wilson
GoodLuckl
The Brother*
Young childless couple searching
for a baby to love and adopt. Call
(800)249-1927, access code 43.
KkkBoxkig A Karats - For men &
women. Circuit training, great
workout. Halterman Karate &
KickBoxing. Call 4336824.
Clllla available) Hire us. your
homegrown comedy improv group,
for performances at parties,
banquets, dances, dorms, your first
date. We'll be there! If you call 4335143.
Welcome back JMU - The
Downtown Salon offers 20% off to
all students. Call 434-5263 for
appt. or walk in at 16 Newman Ave.

Monday, Sept. 25, 1995

TONIOHT... The theatrical
performance and discussion:
"RAPE IS NOT SEX*
PC Ballroom
7:30 p.m.
Presented by CARE & Kappa Alpha
Sponsored by University Health Center
Sexual Health Awareness Month
Adoption - Loving, childless couple
seeks to adopt infant or toddler.
Strictly confidential. Call collect.
Joanne & John, (703)7594532.
Adoption - Loving, childless couple
wishes to adopt Infant. Happy,
secure home, full-time mother. CaH
Dian & Joe. (800)579-1860;
collect, (703)8301341, '"

Lj

Intercultural Communication
SCOM 248 Spring '96. Expand
your horizon.

AlA's love their new peaifr
members!

Natural Highs
General Meeting
Wed., Sept. 27
© 6 p.m.
in Taylor 311
Come And out more
about upcoming events
and have refreshments.

EVERYONE
WELCOME
To place a classified ad In The
Breeze, please come to The Breeze
office In the basement of AnthonySeeger Had, weekdays from 8a.m.
5 p.m. Classified ads coat $2.60
for the first tan words, and $2.00
for each additional ten words.
Boxed ads are $10 per column
Inch.
«,

Come meet the editors.

Need a

Breeze section meetings:
•News: Mondays, 4:30 p.m.,
Anthony-Seeger, rm. 12.
•Focus: Mondays, 5 p.m., AnthonySeeger, rm. 10.
•Style: Mondays, 4:30 p.m., Breeze
office, Anthony-Seeger Hall.
•Photo: Mondays and Fridays, 4 p.m.,
Breeze darkroom.
Breeze section phone numbers:
News: x6699
Focus: x6729
Opinion: x3846
Style: x3846

The Breeze is hiring an Account
Executive for the 1995-*96 school
year. All majors welcome to arjply.
Experience in sales is a plus. This
is a paid position.
Please send cover letters and resumes
to Cheryl Floyd, Office Manager
The Breeze,

Anthony-Seeger Hall.

Sports: x6709
Photo: x6749
Graphics: x6127
Advertising: x6127

EOE

27

DEADLINE: TODAY 5 p.m.!
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The Best Pizza In Town
"■a*

Best Pizza
Best Price
f

Thin or Pan Perfect Crust
No Coupon Necessary

'

'

Medium Pizzas
Cup to 3 toppings)
&

4 FREE Drinks

[ALL YOU CAN EAT
BUFFET

Thin or Pan Perfect Crust
No Coupon Necessary

Pizza, Pasta, Salad & Dessert
| MON. - FRI. 11 a.m. - 2 p.m
5:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m

3,99
....4.99

ALL DAY SAT & SUN 11-8:30

plus tax
Large 1 topping
and 4 FREE Drinks

2 Wide Screen TVs & VCRs
3 Party Rooms / Banquet Facilities Available

«.

Large Pizzas
(up to 3 toppings)

Visit GattiIand„.Over 30 New Games

Thin or Pan Perfect Crust
No Coupon Necessary

8 FREE Drinks

FAST, FREE DELIVER
11 a.m. -12 midnight Sun. - Thurs.
11 a.m. — 1 a.m. FrL - Sat.

plus tax

433-0606
Cloverleaf Shopping Center

plus tax
Large 2 or 3 topping
and 4 FREE Drinks

Thin or Pan Perfect Crust
No Coupon Necessary

gggBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 8 8888888

